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Abstract 
 

It has been long accepted that the Old Icelandic literature is full of a strong feeling of 

fatalism. Fate is commonly regarded as something predetermined that the characters have 

no other choice than to embrace. However, this vision leaves little space to the free will 

of actions that makes a great hero. This thesis aims to challenge this vision of fate by 

offering a different one in which the destiny is more closely related to the actions of the 

characters. This thesis aims to demonstrate that fate in the Fornaldarsögur may as well 

be a literary device used by the authors to express Christian ideas and moral values in a 

pagan time. Another aim of this thesis is therefore to challenge the idea of fate in the 

sagas as only representative of a Pre-Christian belief. Fate has mainly been studied in 

relationship to this religious aspect, especially in the Fornaldarsögur. Here fate will be 

considered through a functional approach, in order to question the meanings and purposes 

given to fate in the narratives. 

The analysis proposed in this thesis includes three sagas, Völsunga 

saga, Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks and Örvar-Odds saga. These sagas present various 

relationships of the characters to their fate. Some main results are that fate is related to 

the concept of law and justice, which contrasts with the common idea of a blind fate 

deciding everything beforehand regardless of the hero’s characteristics and actions. Fate 

can be seen as a judgement or punition.  

The reaction to fate and the many forewarnings invites us to rethink the idea of free will 

in those sagas, in contrast to a binding fate. It is proposed to see fate as a frame to the 

narrative, guiding the hero—even possibly asking him—to take himself decisions 

concerning his actions in order to assume or avoid this fate.  

In addition, fate is used to give an image of ideal and counter examples of how to behave. 

Even in a legendary context, fate has a didactic aspect, which refers more to the 13th 

century mentalities than to pagan time, for the influence of Christianity is present, 

implicitly or explicitly. More than an abstract concept, fate is a narrative tool used by the 

authors to give moral instructions about consequences of actions and behavior.  
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Ágrip 

 
Örlagatrú hefur lengi þótt einkenna íslenskar fornbókmenntir. Örlög eru ákvörðuð fyrir 

fram og sögupersónur eiga engra annara kosta völ en að taka þeim. Þetta viðhorf gefur 

lítið rými fyrir frjálsan vilja persónunnar sem getur gert hana að mikilli hetju. Í þessari 

ritgerð verður leitast við að draga upp mynd af örlögum sem tengist fremur gjörðum 

persónanna. Sjónum verður beint að fornaldarsögum Norðurlanda og sýnt að í þeim eru 

örlögin smíðatól sögumannsins sem gerir honum kleift að koma á framfæri kristilegum 

hugmyndum og gildum þótt sögutíminn sé heiðinn. Annað markmið ritgerðarinnar er því 

að draga færa rök gegn því að örlagatrú í sögunum tengist leifum að heiðinni hugsun. 

Hingað til hafa örlög eins og hugtakið birtist í fornaldarsögum aðeins verið rannsökuð frá 

trúarsögulegu sjónarmiði. Hér verður litið á hlutverk örlaga í frásögninni til að spyrja 

spurninga um merkingu þeirra og tilgang. 

 Greindar verða þrjár fornaldarsögur, Völsunga saga, Hervarar saga og Heiðreks 

og Örvar-Odds saga, en í sögunum þremur er samband persónanna við örlög sín nokkuð 

ólíkt. Meðal þess sem kemur í ljós er að örlög tengjast hugmyndum um lög og réttlæti, 

en það gengur gegn hugmyndinni um að örlögin séu blind og óháð gjörðum og 

eiginleikum hetjunnar. Örlög geta því verið eins konar dómur eða refsing. 

 Það hvernig brugðist er við örlögum og vísbendingum um þau gefa tilefni til að 

hugsa á nýjan hátt um frjálsan vilja í þessum sögum, sem andstæðu bindandi örlaga. 

Örlögin gegna því hlutverki í sögunum að búa til ramma utan um frásögnina, sem leiðir 

hetjuna áfram og jafnvel stýrir gjörðum hans, til að forðast þessi örlög eða til að taka 

þeim. 

 Þessu til viðbótar gegna örlög því hlutverki að draga upp mynd af því hvernig rétt 

sé að hegða sér, eða rangt. Jafnvel þótt hetjurnar séu úr fjarlægri fornöld, þá hafa örlög 

þeirra uppfræðslugildi sem skírskotar meira til 13. aldarinnar, enda eru kristileg áhrif víða 

sýnileg í sögunum. Því eru örlög ekki aðeins óhlutbundið hugtak í þeim, heldur tæki sem 

sögumaðurinn notar til að koma á framfæri siðferðilegum hugmyndum um afleiðingar 

gjörða og hegðunar. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The omnipresence of fate in Old Icelandic literature has long been regarded as the 

expression of a pre-Christian belief and conception of the world. Fate has mainly been 

studied in relation to this religious aspect. If the above mentioned view has started to 

change in the last few decades, the fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, or legendary sagas, have 

been mainly excluded from the literary analysis of fate because of their older contents 

and fictional aspects.  

This thesis is a study of fate in the narratives of the fornaldarsögur which proposes 

to view them as literary devices. An attempt will be made to prove that fate, even in 

legendary contexts, has a didactic aspect, which refers more to the thirteenth-century 

mentalities than those of pagan times, as the influence of Christianity is present, implicitly 

or explicitly. Therefore, fate was used consciously by the saga writers to give meaning to 

their texts and communicate ideological concerns to their audience.  

Three sagas will be analysed: Völsunga saga, Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks and 

Örvar-Odds saga. As will be shown, each of them represents and instrumentalises the 

concept of fate in different ways, which is a clear indication that fate is to be considered 

in fornaldarsögur as a tool used to achieve different aims.  

To highlight these purposes, I will be looking at the context in which fate is 

referred to in the texts, as well as the effects and emotions fate creates within the 

narratives. Another important point will be to demonstrate the causality between actions 

and fate, in opposition with the fatalistic tradition. I will also benefit from the older poetic 

traditions of the sagas studied to show the evolution of the concept of fate in Old Icelandic 

literature and what role and importance authors of thirteenth century sagas were giving 

to this concept as medieval Christians. I will also discuss the various reactions and 

responses to fate, giving insights on the realistic depictions of the characters. Overall, the 

main idea is to analyse not what constitutes fate in the sagas, but how it was used by 

authors to fashion their texts and ideas in literary production.  

This thesis first considers the current state of research on the concept of fate in 

Old Icelandic and medieval literature, and the place of the fornaldarsögur in this research. 

It then turns to the three cases studies, each devoted to one of the sagas mentioned earlier. 

The first example considered is Völsunga saga, focusing on Sigurðr’s complex 
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relationship to fate, between fatalistic acceptance and defiance. Völsunga saga will also 

be an opportunity to closely study the causal relation between fate and behaviour, in 

which intentionality appears as a main concern. Völsunga saga offers different uses of 

fate to create either suspense or irony in the narrative, both of which will be discussed 

here. The next case study, Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, will question the relationship 

between fate and free will, and explore to what extent fate is affecting the characters, but 

also the narrative itself. Finally, the last case study on Örvar-Odds saga mainly proposes 

to see the concept of fate as a literary device for the author to create a unique Icelandic 

literary identity. 
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CHAPTER I- PRELIMINARIES 
 

1- THE CONCEPT OF FATE: HISTORY OF THE STUDY 

Societies refer to the concept of fate to explain mysterious and uncontrollable events. 

Pratt’s definition of religion as ‘the people’s attitude toward the power or powers which 

they conceive as having ultimate control over their interests and destinies’ has strongly 

influenced scholarship to apprehend fate in literature as the expression of a religious 

concept.1 Therefore, scholars have dedicated themselves to attempting to define what fate 

was and what it meant to people. Scholars focused on the contents of fate, rather than its 

literary function.  

Régis Boyer sums up the widespread view of scholarship when he says that he 

sees in the sagas “perfect tragedies of Destiny.”2 What this means is that fate is not only 

determining the course of actions, but that people have no influence on anything. They 

are deprived of all free will, and none of the actions they undertake are the result of their 

human decisions. Besides this, fate is not to been seen as an objective power that 

considers the characteristics and values of the hero. Fate is independent of men and of 

their conduct. Moreover, Régis Boyer offers in his definition only one possible reaction 

to fate, which is to accept and assume it.3  

This unique view goes well with the function of the texts as exemplum, stories 

told to illustrate a moral point; one of the results of the relation between the authors and 

the church in the thirteenth century. Moreover, Boyer adds that the world of the sagas is 

impregnated with an idea of order and balance that fate is employed to restore, and victims 

of fate are the ones disturbing this order. If this balance, or order, is not always based on 

moral and Christian values, there is already a sense of good and bad to which fate 

participates as a judging and controlling power. Fate maintains coherence in this world 

and is already selective in its decisions. There is therefore a relation between actions or 

events and the decisions of fate.  

                                                
1 Stefanie Gropper, “Fate,” in The Routledge Research Companion to the Medieval Icelandic Sagas, ed. 
Ármann Jakobsson and Sverrir Jakobsson (New York: Routledge, 2017), 198. 
2 Régis Boyer, “Fate as a Deus Otiosus in the Íslendingasogur:  a romantic view?” in Sagnaskemmtun: 
Studies in Honour of Hermann Pálsson on his 65th Birthday, 26th May 1986, ed. Rudolf Simek, Jónas 
Kristjánsson, Hans Bekker-Nielsen (Wien: Böhlau, 1986), 63. 
3 The same idea is shared by other scholars such as Baetke when he writes that “the hero has to act entirely 
in accordance with the decision of his fate.” Walter Baetke, Art and Glaube der Germanen, (Hamburg: 
Hanseatische Verlagsanstalt Hamburg, 1934), 67. 
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Without denying the importance of fate, Anthony Gilbert offers to see it not only 

as a deciding event, but as an opportunity. When facing a moment of crisis, the hero is 

actually given the possibility to make a choice and fully demonstrate his heroic worth. If 

a hero cannot avoid his fate, he may still have the power to master it, by transforming it 

to his advantage.4 Fate in this way is a test for the hero, and events brought by fate have 

within them the potential to be either good or ill fortune.  

In this sense, Fate is a universal concept to which all societies refer to in one way 

or another. It is reductive to think of it in the sagas only as the legacy of a primitive 

Germanic belief.5 In the Christian vision of world, fate is decreed by God, and is not 

impersonal. Therefore, there is a possible relationship between men and God. Prayer and 

obedience can avert an evil destiny or create a good one. This belief in a personal 

determiner of destiny produces religious behaviour.6 If he proved himself to be worthy, 

by praying, or demonstrating moral values and virtues, a man can be granted a different 

and positive fate by God, as some kind of moral retribution. In medieval legendary 

narratives outside Scandinavia, fate is represented by the concept of moral Providence, to 

the benefit of religious edification, and the European heroic literature has for concern to 

explain events, justify the given actions and discuss the causes and motives of the heroes’ 

deeds. In this sense, heroic literature leaves no place for a fatalistic interpretation.7  

The scholarship on the concept of fate in Old Norse literature started around 1920. 

It was first carried mainly by German scholars. Their research, based on Old Norse 

poetry, was focused on the religious aspects of fate. The concept of fate in the saga 

literature was regarded as the expression of a pre-Christian belief. In the words of 

Hermann Pálsson, “the text-book image of the fictional literature of medieval Iceland is 

essentially the creation of nineteenth century romanticism, which saw the sagas as a 

window on the Viking Age and treated them, often uncritically as sources for pagan 

customs and beliefs, for heroic ideals and pre-Christian morality.”8 This opinion was 

probably the result of the reading of sagas as historical sources.  

                                                
4 Anthony Gilbert, “The Ambiguity of Fate and Narrative Form in Some Germanic Poetry,” The Yearbook 
of English Studies 22 (1992): 1-16. 
5 Hermann Pálsson, “Icelandic Sagas and Medieval Ethics,” Mediaeval Scandinavia 7 (1974): 68. 
6 Helmer Ringgren, “The Problem of Fatalism,” Scripta Instituti Donneriani Aboensis 2 (February 1967): 
8. 
7 Mogens Brøndsted, “The Transformation of the Concept of Fate in Literature” Scripta Instituti Donneriani 
Aboensis 2 (February 1967): 176-78. 
8 Hermann Pálsson, Art and Ethics in Hrafnkels saga (København: Munksgaard, 1971), 9. 
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Studies of the sagas as literature are relatively new compared to studies of their 

historical content. However, many sources, considered to be actually historical, can 

provide information on a belief in fate among the Germanic people. To name only one, 

the Roman historian Tacitus wrote around 98 A.D. in the chapter X of his book De 

Origine et situ Germanorum that “Auspicia sortesque ut qui maxime observant” (Augury 

and divination by lot no people practice more diligently).9 The main Old Norse sources 

taken in account in the study of fate were the mythological poems, which were heavily 

involved with fate. They were believed to be a written transposition of oral tradition from 

pre-Christian times, and therefore the most extensive source on Old Nordic religion. It 

was easily assumed by scholars regarding sagas as historical sources that fate had indeed 

an important, if not central, place in the pre-Christian religion of Scandinavia.10 

 

2- FORNALDARSÖGUR: AN UNDERRATED GENRE 

From the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, sagas were regarded as historical sources. It 

was also implied that the fornaldarsögur had some kind of historical authenticity, and 

historians from Scandinavia and Germany used those narratives to extract information on 

the early histories of their own nations.11 Later on, fornaldarsögur were no longer 

considered as historical sources because of their fictional aspect, while konungasögur as 

well as Íslendingasögur were still believed to record historical events of Iceland and 

Scandinavia from the period in question in their narratives. 

The study of the sagas went from this historical approach to a sociological one, 

which regarded the sagas rather as a product of the time they were written.12 This new 

mode of approaching the sagas was inspired by anthropology in the 1970s. Sagas became 

                                                
9 Many other classical authors refer to the traditions and rituals devoted to the reading of the future and 
gods’ decisions. Paulus Diaconus in the late eighth century also evokes the casting of lots in his Historia 
Langobardorum. We also have testimonies of rituals involving a certain idea of fate. Seiðr and blót are 
some of those practices, the first one concerning the prophecy, the second is a sacrifice in order to influence 
the course of events.  
10 Régis Boyer, “Herfjötur(r).” in Visages du destin dans la mythologie. Mélanges Jacqueline Duchemin. 
Travaux et mémoires. Actes du colloque de Chantilly 1er-2 mai 1980, ed. François Jouan (Paris: Les Belles 
Lettres, 1983). 
11 Matthew Driscoll, “What’s Truth Got to Do With It: Views on Historicity of the Sagas.” in Самые 
забавные лживые саги: Сборник статей в честь Г. В. Глазыриной / Skemmtiligastar Lygisögur: 
Studies in Honour of Galina Glazyrina, ed. Tatjana N. Jackson and Elena A. Melnikova (Moskva: Dimitri 
Pozharskiy University, 2012), 15-27.  
12 Jónas Kristjánsson, “The Roots of the Sagas,” in Sagnaskemmtun Studies in Honour of Hermann Pálsson 
on his 65th birthday, 26th May 1986 (Philologica Germanica) ed. Rudolf Simek et al. (Wien: Böhlau, 1986), 
188-200. 
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then evidence of the historical context in which they were produced. In this approach, the 

manuscripts are studied in their historical contexts and used as sources for the world view 

of the people who commissioned them, not of the events they recount. However, for a 

long time, this approach was mainly restricted to Íslendingasögur and konungasögur. In 

the meantime, fornaldarsögur were disregarded for their less realistic content. A new 

philological approach followed this change in the scholarship in which sagas were not 

regarded only for their historical value, but also studied for their literary value, within a 

literary context.  

When we apply those approaches to the sagas, even the late medieval manuscripts, 

including the fornaldarsögur, become valuable information on the context in which they 

were produced.  

 

Unlike the Íslendingasögur or konungasögur, which were terms used in medieval 

times, that of fornaldarsögur is rather new. The first mention of it appears in Carl 

Christian Rafn’s edition in 1829. What distinguishes the sagas comprised in this edition 

from others is their chronological and geographical setting. The fornaldarsögur take 

place in the Nordic or Germanic world, before the unification of Norway and the 

settlement of Iceland.13 They therefore seem to reflect the past of the Nordic world. This 

explains why their depiction of fate was considered to be a representation of pagan belief 

even more than in other genres. 

However, the question of the genre and its definition is vividly debated among 

scholars, for the texts grouped under the name of fornaldarsögur are very distinct from 

each other.14 Hans J. Orning claims that this heterogeneity shows a plurality of 

perspectives and norms, highlighting that there was more than one set of values and 

traditions considered as the most attractive and memorable in the community.15 There 

were different audiences with distinct expectations from the texts. Scholars attempted to 

divide the texts into sub-groups, emphasizing at the same time the specificities of the 

                                                
13 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory (fornaldarsögur),” in A Companion to Old-Norse 
Icelandic Literature and Culture. ed. Rory McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), 447. 
14Aðalheiður Guðmundsdóttir et al., “Interrogating Genre in the fornaldarsögur,” Viking and Medieval 
Scandinavia n°2 (2006): 275-296. 
15 Hans J. Orning, “The Truth of Tales: Fornaldarsögur as Sources of Contemporary History.” in The 
Legendary Legacy:  Transmission and Reception of the Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, ed. Matthew Driscoll, 
Silvia Hufnagel, Philip Lavender and Beeke Stegmann (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, 
2018), 95. 
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genre and the important aspects found in the narratives, such as the fictional character of 

the texts, but also their relationship with the heroic tradition transmitted through poetry. 

Hermann Pálsson’s division of the genre between the ‘hero legends’ and ‘adventure tales’ 

also underlines the strong influence of continental courtly romance on the 

fornaldarsögur.16  

The hybridity of the genre, as the multiple influences, justifies the decision to 

study fate in the fornaldarsögur. Indeed, this hybridity is likely to be found in the concept 

of fate as it is deployed in these texts. It seems difficult to imagine that they all present a 

unique and uniform vision of fate. The finding of different conceptions of fate is rather to 

be expected, illustrating the diversity within the texts and the many influences.  

For a long time, the fornaldarsögur were either not studied or then only as 

testimony of old pagan times. It is difficult, because of their mythological content and the 

unrealistic narration of events, to comprehend how to use them as sources for historical 

or contemporary attitudes and conceptions. 

Though the fornaldarsögur, are often dismissed as historically unreliable, they 

must have been very popular, as is clearly indicated by the large number of manuscripts 

that have been preserved. There is no evidence of them before around 1300, though some 

might be a century older.17 Even if the lack of older manuscripts can be explained by their 

popularity and entertainment value, fornaldarsögur are considered to be rather late 

medieval texts. We however have mentions in contemporary sources of a much older 

tradition of entertainment by storytelling from where the legendary sagas may have 

originated before they became written literature.  

The reason many scholars think that fornaldarsögur cannot be impregnated with 

Christian ideology is not only because they stage characters and events from the pre-

Christian period, but also because they are based on a well- known oral tradition going 

back to before the arrival of Christianity in Iceland. Two opposing schools of thoughts, 

the Freiprosa and Buchprosa, have different views in regard to the degree to which oral 

tradition played a role in the development of the Icelandic sagas. The first of these insists 

                                                
16 Hermann Pálsson, “Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda,” in Dictionary of the Middle Ages, ed. Joseph R. 
Strayer vol.6. (New York, NY, 1985), 138. 
17 Matthew Driscoll, “Introduction: The Transmission and Reception of the fornaldarsögur,” in The 
Legendary Legacy:  Transmission and Reception of the Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, ed. Matthew Driscoll, 
Silvia Hufnagel, Philip Lavender and Beeke Stegmann (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, 
2018), 9-18. 
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on the importance of the oral tradition. Sagas would therefore only be the transposition 

of a fixed form early on passed orally, being unchanged in the process of writing. In this 

sense, they more likely preserved reliable records of past events. If we apply this 

historicist view to fate, it is indeed understandable to see fate as the expression of a pre-

Christian belief. On the other side, the Buchprosa school of thought argues that sagas are 

works of literature, created in Iceland in the thirteenth century and have no value as 

history.18  

 

Fornaldarsögur were not only disregarded as historical sources, but also as 

literary works of art by the Icelandic school. To some degree influenced by nationalism, 

the Icelandic school’s aim was to study the development of the Icelandic literature as 

something rather unique and more or less independent from the European literature, thus 

the fornaldarsögur together with the riddarasögur were disregarded, considered as the 

fifth and last stage of saga writing, the decline of Icelandic literature. The fornaldarsögur 

were rejected as un-Icelandic both because of their older oral traditions and the influence 

of translations of continental romances.19  

However, in the last thirty years, a change occurred in the way to approach the sagas. 

Texts were again considered for their value as historical sources: not about the events 

they recorded, but of the time of their writing. They were thought to yield important 

information about the society that produced them despite the fact that they were 

representing a distant past and often faraway lands. This new approach that can be related 

to the Histoire des mentalités, offers the possibility for the highly fictional narratives such 

as fornaldarsögur to be studied for their historical value, not for the pre-Christian time 

but for their time of composition: the thirteenth century in Iceland.20  

 

                                                
18 Matthew J. Driscoll develops the history of this debate in his article “What’s Truth Got to Do With it? 
Views on Historicity of the Sagas” in Самые забавные лживые саги: Сборник статей в честь Г. В. 
Глазыриной / Skemmtiligastar Lygisögur: Studies in Honour of Galina Glazyrina, ed. Tatjana N. Jackson 
and Elena A. Melnikova (Moscow: Dimitry Pozharskiy University, 2012). 
19 Matthew J. Driscoll, “What’s Truth Got to Do With it?” 25-26. 
20 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Inheritance, Ideology and Literature: Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks” in From Saga to 
Society: Comparative Approaches to Early Iceland, ed. Gísli Pálsson (Enfield Lock Middlesex: Hisarlik 
Press, 1992), 148.  
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3- THE DEVELOPMENT OF LITERATURE IN ICELAND AND THE 

RELATIONSHIP TO CHRISTIAN RELIGION 

There is no doubt that by the time of the writing of the fornaldarsögur, Christian teaching 

was widely spread in Iceland.21 Literature in medieval Iceland was deeply involved with 

the translations and writing of religious texts. The timeline of the development of 

literature in Iceland was from religious texts to sagas. The schools offering a teaching of 

writing and reading appeared in Iceland with the missionary priests and bishops of 

Skálholt. The first written texts to be produced in Iceland were Latin and European 

Christian texts. The authors had received some formal clerical training; their minds were 

formed by the Christian culture of medieval Europe.22    

Hagiography was the most widespread genre of the Icelandic literature. Saints and 

cults of saints were very important to medieval people, for they were called upon to help 

ordinary people in situations such as childbirth or sickness. Many scholars have noticed 

a relationship between hagiography and vernacular genres that develop on the same 

model, with to some extent the same didactic purpose. Sagas show a clear knowledge of 

those texts, and one can find many intertextual relations between the sagas and religious 

literature.23 Saints' lives contributed to the transmission to Iceland of medieval horizons, 

allowing the saga authors to develop multiple new and Christian perspectives, such as 

psychological or moral, on traditional feud narratives and family dramas. The saint's life 

introduced new ideals to the saga world, such as suffering and patience, and provided, 

through dreams, visions and signs, ways of representing the interior life and of engaging 

with questions of merit and reward.24 The discourse and the form of the sagas were 

moulded on the example of the hagiographic texts. Some sagas characters even present a 

                                                
21 Régis Boyer did a study to see which Latin authors were known in medieval Iceland by looking for 
influence in Icelandic religious literature. The result proved that patristic writers such as Saint Augustine 
of Hippo, Jerome or Ambrosius were known in Iceland and were likely to have an impact on the ethical 
and philosophical viewpoints of the saga authors. See Régis Boyer, “The Influence of Pope Gregory’s 
Dialogues on Old Icelandic Literature,” in Proceedings of the First International Saga Conference, 
(London: Viking Society for Northern Research/University College London, 1973). 
22 On the clergy’s role in the development of Icelandic literature, see Gabriel Turville-Petre, The origins of 
Icelandic Literature (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1975). 
23 Torfi H. Tulinius, “The Fabric of the text,” chap. 2 in The Enigma of Egill: the saga, the Viking poet and 
Snorri Sturluson, trans. Victoria Cribb (Ithaca: Cornell University Library, 2014). 
24 Siân E. Grønlie develops this influence of the hagiographic literature on the vernacular medieval 
Icelandic literature in her recent book The Saint and the Saga Hero: Hagiography and Early Icelandic 
literature (Woodbridge: D. S. Brewer, 2017). 
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“vita-like”25 construction, based on the hagiographic narrative. When reading the 

Íslendingasögur, Hermann Pálsson notes that the values underlying the characters’ 

conducts are those we find in medieval Christian authors, in homiletic literature and the 

Bible, and have very little to do with pagan attitudes.26  

Literacy in Iceland started in a period of great social changes influenced by the 

aristocratic culture inherited from Europe and adopted by Scandinavian kings, which is 

reflected in the themes and concerns of the sagas. The first sagas produced were the 

konungasögur, highly ideological sagas aiming to transmit the royal ideology of medieval 

Europe in Scandinavia. Since their inception, sagas had the purpose of transmitting ideas 

and values. To understand the potential meaning of the sagas requires knowledge of 

medieval standards of good and evil, right and wrong, virtue and vice. I will explore how 

fate and fortune in the sagas fit into medieval ideas about human conduct.27 

 

4- ASPECTS OF FICTIONAL NARRATIVE 

A literary narrative is an act of communication by which the authors are communicating 

with their audiences about issues that are important in their times. In the medieval period, 

literature had an important didactic aspect for the audience. The purpose of writing those 

texts was not only to record what had happened in the tenth century. They also had serious 

moralistic purposes and they should be interpreted in terms of medieval ethics. The “texts 

were acts of demonstrative rhetoric that reached out and grabbed the reader, involved him 

or her in praise and blame, in judgement about effective and ineffective human 

behaviour.”28 One of the defining characteristics of the genre of the fornaldarsögur, and 

the main reason for focusing the analysis on it, is their fictional aspect. The author was 

less bound by the historicity and realism of other genres, and could therefore manipulate 

the facts more freely, even if he was still limited by the oral tradition.  

Saga writers used various methods to create meaning in their texts, the main one 

being comparison. In fornaldarsögur, and Icelandic literature in general, the comparison 

                                                
25 Martin Arnold, “Við þik sættumsk ek aldri: Örvar-Odds saga and the Meanings of Ögmundr 
Eyþjófsbani.” In Making History: Essays on the Fornaldarsögur. ed. Martin Arnold and Alison Finlay 
(London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 2010), 90. 
26 Hermann Pálsson, Art and Ethics in Hrafnkels saga, 9-10. 
27 Hermann Pálsson, “Icelandic Sagas and Medieval Ethics,” 68. 
28 John Dagenais, The Ethics of Reading in Manuscript Culture: Glossing the Libro de Buen Amor 
(Princeton: Princeton University press, 1994), XVII. 
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is easier to present with the genealogical organization of the narrative. This idea applies 

to fate, as fate is regularly shared by a family or runs through the generations. We can see 

the differences between how two generations are reacting to and handling the shared fate. 

The meaning of the text appears to the reader when he compares the generations. This 

comparison can be found at different levels inside the text. It can indeed be between 

characters, but it is also interesting when, within the same narrative different historical 

times are presented. This is the case in Örvar Odds saga, where a comparison is possible 

between the representation of heathen and Christian periods.  

However, the comparison can go beyond the narrative, by using intertextuality. 

Allusion to other texts or well-known characters suggests comparison to the reader. Since 

fornaldarsögur are based on oral traditions, and sometimes older written traditions, which 

is the case of Völsunga saga, this intertextuality is almost automatic. A reader aware of 

those traditions would notice what is different from one version to another and from there, 

can deduce what the meaning of this difference is. Contrasts and parallels are 

conventional literary devices used to underline the themes and meaning of a narrative. 

The transposition of real-life events and concerns in the fictional environment of the sagas 

also offers some distance to the reader; and puts those concerns in the perspective of an 

ideal world. Hans J. Orning writes that “situating sagas far away in time and space did 

not remove them from contemporary issues but on the contrary provided a suitable setting 

for illuminating delicate matters of the day without being restrained by strategic 

considerations.”29  

In one article, Hermann Pálsson comments that as early as the medieval period in 

Iceland, scribes were already making observations on the nature and function of 

imaginative literature and identified three aspects; skemmtan (entertainment), fróðleikr 

(factual knowledge) and nytsemð (utility). The entertainment aspect is especially 

important in the fornaldarsögur where the fictional element is obvious.  The entertaining 

function of the sagas is also described in Þorgils saga ok Hafliða, where it is said that 

entertainment was provided during a marriage at the farm of Reykjahólar in 1119 with 

                                                
29 Hans J. Orning, “The Truth of Tales: Fornaldarsögur as Sources for Contemporary History,” in The 
Legendary Legacy:  Transmission and Reception of the Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda, ed. Matthew Driscoll, 
Silvia Hufnagel, Philip Lavender and Beeke Stegmann (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, 
2018), 104. 
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saga-telling.30 The entertainment value of such stories is also supported with a reference 

to King Sverrir, who called them “lygisögur”; or lying sagas, for they were fictional, and 

found that they were also the most enjoyable.31 Alongside this entertainment, these sagas 

also demonstrated the ‘utility’ identified by medieval scribes. This utility consisted in 

certain basic humanistic assumptions that are found in the thematic aspect of the sagas. 

As noted in the article, “a story with a powerful thematic element will teach us what to 

desire and what to avoid.”32 Sagas were used to instruct Icelanders on moral values and 

behaviour, just as sermons and homilies did. They served as exempla or cautionary tales. 

For G.N. Garmonsway, the lessons offered by the Anglo-Saxon heroic legends, including 

the fornaldarsögur, were directed to a specific part of society, the governing elite. In 

those narratives, the authority might have seen pictured their obligation and 

responsibilities through the figures of the heroes.33  

 

5- A NEW FUNCTIONAL APPROACH 

A fatalistic interpretation of the sagas is incompatible with the idea of causality. As Karen 

Bek-Pedersen says:  

 

Fate, on the other hand, is not inherently logical, nor is it rational; it is not to do 
with calculation, but more with intuition of a sort. Fate may be predicted or 
otherwise become known, but when this happens it is usually through the means 
of divination rather than through the calculation of future events logically follow-
ing on from one another in a causal chain.  
Fate appears to be concerned simply with what happens. Not when it happens or 
why it happens; simply the fact that it happens. It deals with the events that do 
take place: not with what could or should be but what is.34 

 

                                                
30 “There was increased merriment and joy now, good entertainment and many sorts of amusements – 
dancing, wrestling, and storytelling,” 43. Sturlunga saga, trans. Julia H. McGrew. Vol 2 (New York: 
Twayne Publishers, 1970-74).  
31 “These sagas delighted King Sverrir who said such lying stories were very enjoyable,” Þorgils saga ok 
Hafliða, 44. 
32 Hermann Pálsson, “Early Icelandic Imaginative Literature,” in Medieval Narrative. A symposium, ed. 
Hans Bekker-Nielsen et al. (Odense: Odense University Press, 1979), 22. 
33 George N. Garmonsway, “Anglo-Saxon Heroic Attitudes,” in Medieval and Linguistic Studies. In 
Honour of Francis Peabody Magoun Jr., ed. Jess B. Bessinger Jr. and Robert P. Creed (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1965), 139. 
34 Karen Bek-Pedersen, “Fate and Weaving: Justification of a Metaphor.” Viking and Medieval 
Scandinavia 5, no.1 (2009): 26. 
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This fatalism leaves no place in the sagas for free will and choice. However, she 

argues that some sagas might rather be seen with a ‘compatibilist ‘view, in which free 

will and determinism can work together, because freedom is essentially just a matter of 

not being constrained or hindered in certain ways when one acts or chooses. In that case, 

the characters are morally responsible for their actions, even if they don’t have control 

over the circumstances surrounding their choices.    

However, I think that this definition should be also re-evaluated, and will try to 

demonstrate that fate, not only its realization but even its decision, can be the retribution, 

positive or negative, for an action or behaviour.  

As early as 1934, Baetke argues that belief in fate was a younger belief. He was 

already offering a literary conception of fate as a late poetic invention, with a Christian 

origin of the concept. He saw an inner connection between fate and the moral behaviour 

of the hero, although moral decisions and choices are missing.35 Gehl in his study of fate 

in the sagas notices that, if in poetry fate is presented as an indomitable power, in later 

texts such as our sagas, we see the new concept of man’s free will taking more and more 

importance.36 However, there are, for him, no contradictions between the two, who 

coexist through the connection between fate and honour. Indeed, the man’s desire is the 

same as what fate commands, if he wants to live and die with honour. Gehl also argues 

that fate occurs without any connection between cause and effect. On the other hand, 

Winterbourne was among the first to offer to look at the causality of predicted events in 

the past. He bases his point on the importance of chronologies and generations in the 

sagas. According to this view, the cause of things is hidden in the past. Therefore, a 

character can guess what effect his actions will have by the examples from the past, and 

can explain why things are happening in a certain way.37  

In 1958, the idea of a causal chain of events was developed by Mogens Brøndsted 

who argued that the concept of (ó)gæfa in the Íslendigasögur is a literary device used by 

the authors to express their judgement on events and characters. According to him, the 

concept of fate is “woven into the structure of literature, and colours the traditional genres 

of which literature is continuously built up.”38 Fate is an important aspect of literature, 

                                                
35 Cited by Gropper in “Fate,” 199. 
36 Gropper, “Fate,” 198-99. 
37 Anthony Winterbourne, When the Norns Have Spoken: Time and Fate in Germanic Paganism, (Madison: 
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2004). 
38 Brøndsted, “The Transformation of the Concept of Fate in Literature,” 172. 
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and how it is presented differs from one genre to another, simultaneously defining the 

genre.  

Lars Lönnroth underlines the literary power of prediction and destiny as it creates 

a sense of anticipation in the reader. According to him “saga writers skilfully use a large 

number of narrative devices whereby they depart from realism and the apparent norm of 

objectivity by manipulating the emotions, superstitions and ideological reactions of their 

audience.”39 Fate is here presented as one of those narrative techniques used to emphasize 

mystery in the text. The presentation of those scenes is understated rather than explicit in 

such a way that the audience is left wondering.  

Gustav Henningsen points out the interest for the study of fatalism to devote itself 

to the analysis of situations in which fatalism is used in literary contexts.40 Indeed, looking 

at the point in the text when fate is mentioned can help understand the function of fate. 

He offers us the basis of a functional analysis, in which the mention of fate has a purpose 

in the text. It is a shift in the study of fate from the usual question of what fate is to why 

fate is. This rather new and original approach to the concept of fate had previously been 

applied to the sagas by William Ian Miller. In his article published in 1986, fate is not 

regarded as the representation of some religious or philosophical reality. His focus is not 

on the contents of fate, but on its use in the texts. The analysis he proposes is of the 

function of the concept of fate as a dynamic instrument manipulated by the characters as 

a mean of achieving political and judicial ends.41 Miller has pointed out the reluctance of 

medieval Icelanders to acknowledge their mistakes. In that way, fate may be regarded as 

the one to blame for their errors. Fate seems to be used to remove responsibility from the 

various protagonists.  

Nicolas Meylan, taking example on Miller, proposes to see fate as “a discourse, a 

language in use that can be mobilized both intra- and extra-textually to influence the 

audience’s consciousness.”42 Fate therefore becomes a literary device in the hands of the 

                                                
39 Lars Lönnroth, “Saga and Jartegn: The Appeal of Mystery in Saga Texts.” In Die Aktualität der Saga: 
Festschrift für Hans Schottmann / herausgegeben von Stig Toftgaard Andersen ed. Hans Schottmann and 
Stig T. Andersen (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999), 111. 
40 Gustav Henningsen, “Fatalism in Systematic Aspect and Fatalism in its Functional Context.” Scripta 
Instituti Donneriani Aboensis, 2, (1967) 183-186.  
41 William Ian Miller, “Dreams, Prophecy and Sorcery: Blaming the Secret Offender in Medieval Iceland.” 
Scandinavian Studies 58, no.2 (Spring 1986): 101-123. 
42 Nicolas Meylan, “Fate is a Hero’s Best Friend: Towards a Socio-Political Definition of Fate in Medieval 
Icelandic Literature.” Viking and Medieval Scandinavia 10 (2014): 156. 
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author to express his ideas. Fate allowed certain agents, here the sagas’ redactors, to 

comment on a specific type of situation which was becoming increasingly plausible in 

the context of conflict internal to the dominant class of the first half of the thirteenth 

century. His analysis is concerned with the contexts in which fate is mobilized and his 

aim is to understand its function. 
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CHAPTER II – CASE STUDY: VÖLSUNGA SAGA 

 

1- PRESENTATION OF THE SAGA  

Völsunga saga is the story of a dynasty of descendants of Óðinn preserved in a manuscript 

from around 1400, although it is based on pre-existing poetry and was probably composed 

in the second half of the thirteenth century. The story is constructed on a genealogical 

pattern, but the central part of the saga is the tragic story of Sigurðr and Brynhildr, and 

their dealings with the Gjúkungar. The theme that concerned the author of the saga is the 

question of loyalty to family and social obligations.  

 

2- STRUCTURAL ASPECT OF FATE IN THE SAGA 

The saga is clearly organized genealogically. Fate is used to make the link between those 

generations, as we see from the position of prophecies and dreams in the texts. Events are 

presented at the end of each generation, preparing the reader for what comes next, making 

the transition and connection between the events easier to understand. This already relates 

to an idea of causality. The insufficient responses to predictions of tragic events leads one 

to think that those phases of dialogue in the saga are addressed beyond the immediate 

setting of the story. They are not intended simply for the ears of those surrounding the 

character at that moment of the narrative, but to an audience familiar with the dynastic 

tragedy and tuned into the ideological meanings that each exchange could potentially 

generate.43 

Völsunga saga originates from a collection of narratives combined by the author. 

We cannot help but notice when reading the saga that at each change of generation, a 

prophecy of what will happen in the next part of the saga is made. In this, we may even 

think of those instances of fate as a later addition to the story instead of an element of the 

original narrative, when we compare the concise nature of those prophecies to the more 

artistic expressions of fate that are integrated into the narrative. Those prophecies serve a 

clear structural purpose, providing the reader an overview of the events to come.  

                                                
43 Judy Quinn, “Trust in Words: Verse Quotation and Dialogue in Völsunga saga.” In  
Fornaldarsagornas struktur och ideologi: handlingar från ett symposium i Uppsala 31.8-2.9 2001, ed. 
Ármann Jakobsson, Annette Lassen and Agneta Ney (Uppsala: Uppsala universitet, 2003), 96-97. 
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Gripir’s prophecy was the object of a whole poem; however, in the saga the prophecy 

is reduced to one sentence: “Sigurd asked Gripir how his life would go. For a long time 

Gripir was unwilling to answer, but finally, yielding to Sigurd’s fervent pleas, he told him 

his whole fate, exactly as it later came to pass” (Chap. 16; 60).44 The suspense is preserved 

to the reader at this point. Of course, the story was widely known from the older tradition, 

but we can see here the development of the motif of foretelling in the context of literature. 

Things are concealed from the audience, so the dénouement becomes even more dramatic. 

Literary auguries have the aesthetic effect of concentrating the expectation on a point in 

the future and thereby increasing the suspense which tightens the structure.45 However, 

this does not imply a fatalistic approach of the events, since there is an unravelling of 

what has been concealed later in the saga, liberating the tension in the saga and giving an 

explanation for the events happening. 

 

3- THE PERFECT GERMANIC HERO AND FATE? 

Fate in the fornaldarsögur is always negative, which may reinforce the feeling of 

fatalism. Indeed, fate is always invoked in problematic situations: when facing an 

impending misfortune, death, or an unthinkable crime. Fate is often presented in the sagas 

as the one to blame for terrible events, with no regard to the responsibility of the 

protagonists. Fate in the literary discourse can be used as a scapegoat, a device employed 

consciously to reduce the blame that falls on a protagonist. In that context, fate is used to 

create the audience’s sympathy or despise towards the protagonists. A hero such as 

Sigurðr is not to be held responsible, because what he does and what happens to him was 

fated. He does not really make mistakes, not at least consciously and wilfully; the 

audience therefore can still appreciate his virtues and values as examples.  

Furthermore, fate is an element of the tragedy – fate is something outside of 

human power, religious or not; in the words of Nicolas Meylan, “fate […] removes all 

responsibility from the various protagonists for an act breaking the order. The 

                                                
44 “Sigurðr leitar eptir, hversu ganga mun ævi hans. En hann var þó lengi fyrir ok sagði þó loksins við 
ákafliga bæn Sigurðar öll forlög hans, eptir því sem eptir gekk síðan.” 
All English quotations of Völsunga saga are from Jesse Byock, The Saga of the Volsungs: The Norse Epic 
of Sigurd the Dragon Slayer (Harmondsworth: Penguin classics, 1999). The Old-Icelandic quotations are 
from Guðni Jónsson and Bjarni Vilhjálmsson, Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda (Reykjavik: Bókaútgáfan 
forni, 1943). 
45 Brøndsted, “The Transformation of the Concept of Fate in Literature,” 175. 
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responsibility of that act being transferred to an impersonal force, it follows that the 

human agent(s) cannot be blamed.”46 Therefore, using fate in a narrative tends to increase 

the feeling of suspense and mystery. The events that happen are the result of fate instead 

of actual causes. Nonetheless the hero is not responsible, but the reason for his failure is 

as mysterious as fate can be.  

Among Sigurðr’s last words, there are some very relevant statements regarding 

his response to fate: “now it has come to pass as has long been foretold. I refused to 

believe it” (Chap. 32; 90).47 Contrary to the usual vision of the hero who has to accept his 

fate, Sigurðr did not consider all the warnings and advice that he received. In his 

acceptation of fate, he refused all the help that was on his way. He seems reckless, more 

inconsiderate than courageous. For the reader, it might be that his tragic fate could have 

been avoided if he had been more careful. I would argue for the usual acceptance of fate 

that scholars note in the figure of Sigurðr as the expression of heroism. Indeed, Sigurðr 

defies fate, when after Brynhildr’s advice on the swearing of oath and on relations with 

women, Sigurðr swears an oath that he will marry her. His self-assurance drives him to 

not consider that advice and to take his chance anyway. He represents the end of the 

Völsungar as a leading family48 because he failed to be the good king he should be.49 In 

Judy Quinn’s opinion, Sigurðr failed to discriminate between true and false words and to 

discern sound advice from treacherous advocacy. She sees in his last words the 

expressions of culpability that would add to the idea that he failed toward his fate.  

Sigurðr is often considered to be the perfect example of the Germanic hero. 

Scholars refer to his acceptance of fate as his most heroic value. However, in sagas, 

behaviour and characters are not explained by any supernatural forces or influence. Fate 

has no power of determination on the individual psychology. Nevertheless, other factors 

are forging the protagonist’s behaviour, which in turn conducts his actions and reactions. 

In the case of Sigurðr, the influence of the foster-father is emphasized in the shaping of 

the character. His response to events and his actions, alongside his general behaviour, are 

driven by this social and biological shaping of his character. For example, his reaction to 

                                                
46 Meylan, “Fate is a Hero’s Best Friend,” 169. 
47 “Ok nú er þat fram komit, er fyrir löngu var spat ok vér höfum dulizt.” 
48 Although the lineage continues to exist through Sigurðr and Brynhildr’s daughter Áslaug, she does not 
appear in this saga. 
49 Quinn, “Trust in Words: Verse Quotation and Dialogue in Völsunga saga,” 95. “In his judgements and 
his actions, Sigurdr is not the dynastic heir King Völsung might have hoped for.” 
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the treachery of his sworn brothers, or in front of Fafnir, are due to more than his fate 

alone. Gizurr, Hlöðr’s foster-father in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, has the same role of 

shaping Hlöðr’s attitude towards his brother Angantýr, leading them to fight for their 

father’s inheritance. The behaviour of a hero is not predetermined by fate, and his 

response to an event imposed by fate is therefore not predictable. Or rather, it is not 

predicted by fate, but by his own behaviour.  

Intentionality is one of the main ideas underlying the composition of the saga.50 If 

Sigurðr fails, he is still perceived as the hero in the saga, for his treachery to Brynhildr 

was not intentional, contrary to that of his brothers-in-law. In this way, he is without doubt 

the tragic hero who commits terrible acts unconsciously.  

Régis Boyer expresses the idea of a juxtaposition of fate, honour and revenge as 

connected concepts. Honour, directing someone’s actions, determines one’s fate, most 

likely a tragic one, since honour must be washed in revenge.51 Returning to Sigurðr’s 

death, Brynhildr has no other choice than to get him killed, for the oath she swore to 

marry only the man who would ride through the wall of flames “would be held to or else 

die” (Chap31; 88).52 Even if actions are taken, they are required and not wanted, and we 

see that she has regrets but no choice. Honour and fate are clearly connected in the way 

they demand actions. In the heroic poem Sigurðarkviða hin skamma, this decision of 

Brynhildr is actually the decision of the nornir, in the way that it was her fate, as her 

honour has been lost, to get revenge, and she expresses her fury towards the nornir “ljótar 

nornir/ skópu oss langa þrá.”53 In this expression, we see that she is, or feels, not fully 

responsible for her own actions; she blames her fate. 

Fate may be used by the author to remove the responsibility from a protagonist’s 

shoulders, because his actions and choices were restrained by the social obligations. This 

surely appealed to thirteenth-century Icelandic society, preoccupied with feuds imposing 

multiple and very strong social pressures on people. Medieval Icelanders were obliged 

by kinship ties or other alliances to take a stand in difficult situations, sometimes having 

mutually exclusive obligations to two groups. In such a context, they may have felt forced 

                                                
50 Torfi H. Tulinius, La « Matière du Nord » : sagas légendaires et fiction ans la littérature islandaise en 
prose du XIIIe siècle (Paris : Presses de l’Université de Paris-Sorbonne, 1995), 128-29.  
51 Régis Boyer, La Saga de Sigurdr, Ou, la Parole Donnée (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1989). 
52 “En þann eið vilda ek halda eða deyja ella.” 
53 Eddukvæði in Eddukvæði, ed. Jónas Kristjánsson and Vésteinn Ólason, Íslenzk fornrit, vol. 2 (Rekjavík: 
Hið íslenzka fornritafélag, 2014), 336.  
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by social pressures to act unwillingly against one group. They may not have always felt 

responsible for their actions, for their free will was restrained by social obligations. Sagas 

authors used the concept of fate in their narrative to represent theses social pressures, and 

to remove guilt from a character who was constrained by fate in the same way Icelanders 

were constrained in their choice and actions by social pressures. Sagas show us instances 

where characters use language which implies that they are bowing to fate when they are 

acknowledging social pressure.54  

 

4- THE OATH 

Treachery is the central theme of the saga, usually initiated by the in-laws. The saga 

questions to whom your loyalty should go, whether to your family or your contractual 

allies. A great deal of attention is devoted to the importance of the oath and the loyalty to 

it. This question of loyalty to family or to people to whom the hero is bound by vows can 

reflect what happened in the thirteenth century in Iceland with the growth of alliances 

among families and the important system of feud. It may have happened that people in 

the thirteenth century found themselves in such situations where they did not know to 

whom their loyalty should first lay with in a conflict. There is a change in Iceland in the 

thirteenth century towards the expression of loyalty. With the arrival of the monarchy, 

fidelity becomes expressed more through oaths and alliances, while the family starts 

losing its importance.55 In the saga, the author seems to reject the prevalence of the family 

over the oaths by using the concept of fate to condemn a wrong sense of loyalty. 

The relation between oath-breaking and fate is vividly expressed; ill fate is 

presented as the result of the breaking of an oath. Guðrún condemns Atli for his oath 

breaking. Judy Quinn adds that the oath-breaking was also judged according to the 

motivation. Atli broke his oath to Gunnarr and Högni “in his greed for gold and through 

his treacherous diplomacy.”56 Motivations and conduct are taken into account. Högni 

actually refers to Atli’s conduct as “not kingly” (Chap. 38;101).57 There is a clear 

                                                
54 Melissa Mayus, Agency and Free Will in the Icelandic Sagas, (MA thesis, Háskóli Íslands, 2013), 28. 
55 This change is seen by Torfi H. Tulinius from Sturlunga saga. See Torfi H. Tulinius, La « Matière du 
Nord » : Sagas Légendaires et Fiction dans la Littérature Islandaise en Prose du XIIIe Siècle. (Paris : 
Presses de l’Université Paris-Sorbonne, 1995), 139-40. 
56 Quinn, “Trust in Words,” 98. The saga says that Atli “knew that Gunnar and his kin had more wealth 
than anyone else. He now resolved to send men to meet the brothers” (Chap35; 96). 
57 “Eigi konungligt.” 
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judgement of action and behaviour, to which the evil fate is related. Before that, Brynhildr 

also predicts of Gunnarr that “[his] whole family will suffer an ill fate, for [they] are 

breakers of oaths” (Chap. 32; 91).58  The same idea appears in many occasions in the 

saga, underlining that the ill fate is here directly related to his actions.  

 It is first of interest that, if scholars agree on the fact that honour is probably the 

most important value in medieval Iceland and excuses acts of killing, other possibilities 

were offered. Compensation is rarely presented positively by characters in the sagas, and 

they will often encourage a violent resolution to the conflict. Killing always calls for more 

killing, while a peaceful arrangement involving compensation seems a more definitive 

end to a feud. The historical context for the writing of those manuscripts and texts was a 

society concerned with rivalry among nobles, and families with power fighting for 

positions and properties. For Jon Høyersten, the blood-feud is the expression of an ego-

consciousness based on the close family bonds.59 However, in the thirteenth century, a 

consequence of the implementation of Christian legislation was a new ideal of human 

life, in which this ego-consciousness became assimilated to pride, an evangelical 

humility, and the ban on vendetta.60 In Brennu-Njáls saga, the author of the saga, through 

the voice of Bergþóra, openly expresses how the feud system was futile and how it only 

shows lack of self-restraint from the men : “Bergþóra said: You men amaze me. You kill 

when killing is scarcely called for, but when something like this happens you chew it over 

and brood about it until nothing comes of it. Hoskuld Hvitaness-Priest will be here as 

soon as he hears about it; he will ask you to settle the matter peacefully, and you will 

grant his request. So if you really want to do anything, you must do it now.”61 This 

probably made a lot of sense to the eyes of an Icelandic thirteenth-century reader 

experiencing a society full of feud and violent revenge, often relating to the feeling of 

belonging to a family or group.  

The saga seems to express a negative judgement towards extreme revenge, like in 

the case of Signý who, in the name of honour and revenge, must go as far as committing 

                                                
58 “Ok öll ætt yður mun illa fara, er þér eruð eiðrofa.” 
59 Jon Høyersten, “The Icelandic Sagas and the Idea of Personality and Deviant Personalities in the Middle 
Ages” History of Psychiatry, 12, no.46 (2001): 202. 
60 Ibid., 203. 
61 Bergþóra mælti: "Undarliga er yðr farit: Þér vegið víg þau er yðr rekr lítit til, en meltið slíkt ok sjóðið 
fyrir yðr, svá at ekki verðr af; ok mun hér, þegar er spyrsk, koma Höskuldr Hvítanessgoði ok biðja yðr 
sætta, ok munuð þér veita honum þat, ok er nú til at ráða, ef þér vilið" Brennu-Njáls saga, ed Einar Ól. 
Sveinsson, Íslensk Fornrit, vol.12 (Reykjavík: Hið íslenzka fornritafélag, 1954), 252.  
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incest and killing her own children. Guðrún also killed her children in revenge against 

Atli, and judgment is expressed in the text about this “there will be shame for you in this 

act” (Chap. 40; 104).62 The shame is even more important, for her free will is clearly 

expressed: “you may do with your children as you like.”63 She is presented as fully 

responsible. The actions are clearly condemned, no matter the intention of revenge and 

regaining her honour, probably because it is not considered so important that it excuses 

the infanticide. The fact that they are bound by family relationships or an oath to act in a 

specific way does not justify those actions either. We clearly see in the saga that 

infanticide is morally unacceptable, for both women express a willingness to die after 

killing their children. This desire to end their lives can be perceived as guilt for their 

actions. The author not only condemns the overly violent revenge in that case, but also 

that they have “overprivileged blood-ties at the expense of contractual ties.”64 

In his psychological reading of Brennu-Njáls saga, Torfi H. Tulinius observes that 

the saga establishes a relationship between lust and a willingness to die. In our case, the 

relation is not so much with lust. However, the willingness in Völsunga saga is still 

connected to an idea of sin. Javier E. Díaz-Vera and Teodoro Manrique-Antón 

demonstrate that there was, in literature, a transition from the Germanic shame society 

where shame is used to publicly incite people to act accordingly to the social norms 

towards an inner feeling of guilt, with an individualization of the judgement of 

wrongdoings.65 This introduction of shame-related values was favoured by religious 

texts. 

 

5- ACTIONS DRIVEN BY EMOTIONS  

Völsunga saga can be divided into two parts; the first one can be defined as heroic and 

mythological while the second is clearly influenced by courtly romance. The division of 

the saga starts after the runic lore of Brynhildr. In this way, the saga has to be perceived 

                                                
62 “En þér er skömm í at gera þetta.” 
63 “Ráða muntu börnum þínum sem þú vilt.” 
64 Torfi Tulinius, “Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory,” 455. Indeed, Atli underlines that “it was not honorable 
for you to do this, although there was some cause for it. You were married to me at your relatives’ counsel 
and I paid a marriage settlement for you.” (Chap. 40; 105). 
65 Javier E. Díaz-Vera and Teodoro Manrique-Antón, “Better Shamed Before One Than Shamed Before 
All: Shaping Shame in Old English and Old Norse Texts,” in Metaphor and Metonymy Across Time and 
Cultures: Perspectives on the Sociohistorical Linguistics of Figurative Language ed. Javier E. Díaz-Vera 
(Berlin: De Gruyter Mouton, 2015).  
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as the product of textuality, in which the author adapts the narrative to the rules of 

contemporary literature, especially the translated and court-based riddarasögur.66 From 

this, Stefanie Würth interprets the saga as containing a hermeneutic level and reveals a 

consciousness of its own textuality. The saga not only is based on the oral tradition but 

presents a commentary and interpretation of the pre-text. She argues that we can see from 

the saga the scepticism and doubts of the writer on the oral tradition. 

In a court-based text, it is not unlikely to see emotions playing a big part in the 

motivations and decisions taken by the characters. Michel Huby, in an article on the 

Nibelungenlied proposes that the tragic aspect of the poem is not the result of an 

inescapable fate, but rather of the human passions.67 This idea can be transposed to our 

saga. Jealousy, hate and desire of vengeance are driving forces, especially between 

Brynhildr and Guðrún. As in Greek tragedies, what drives the two women to a terrible 

crisis, and the revelation of the Gjúkungar’s treachery, is their pride.  

When bathing together, they have an argument on who has the most honourable 

husband. Brynhildr initiates the conflict with her excessive pride that prevents her from 

bathing in the same place as Guðrún. She insults her by stating that she is married to a 

“thrall of King Hjalprek,” (Chap. 30;82) while she thinks herself married to the best of 

men. In this scene, there is no intervention of fate of any kind that leads to Guðrún’s anger 

and the dispute between the two women.  

Of course, Brynhildr has been deceived and she has reasons to be unhappy, 

although she does not know it when she starts the conflict. However, Guðrún criticizes 

her excessive pride when she asks Sigurðr “Why does she not tale delight in wealth and 

happiness and in the praise of all men, as she married the man she wanted?” (Chap. 

30;83).68 She condemns her pride later on “you are better married than you deserve. But 

your pride will not easily subside and many will pay for this” (Chap. 30;83).69 Pride is 

here presented as what restrains Brynhildr from being happy, but also as the reason for 

others suffering. This mention of others suffering refers to the tragic death of Sigurðr, and 

                                                
66 Stefanie Würth, “The Rhetoric of Völsunga saga.” In Fornaldarsagornas struktur och ideologi: 
handlingar från ett symposium i Uppsala 31.8-2.9 2001, ed. Ármann Jakobsson, Annette Lassen and 
Agneta Ney (Uppsala: Uppsala universitet, 2003), 105. 
67 Michel Huby, “Un Poète Médiéval Face au Destin. Liberté et Déterminisme dans le Nibelungenlied.” In 
Visages du Destin dans la Mythologie. Mélanges Jacqueline Duchemin. Travaux et mémoires. Actes du 
colloque de Chantilly 1er-2 mai 1980, ed. François Jouan (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1983), 169-178. 
68 “Hví unir hún eigi auð ok sælu ok allra manna lofi, ok fengit þann mann, sem hún vildi.” 
69 “þinn ofsi munn illa sjatna, ok þessu munu margir gjalda.” 
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Brynhildr is here responsible for it, not fate. However, she blames in turn Guðrún and 

Grímhildr for the betrayal. No mention is made of fate as the root of this, instead Guðrún 

says that “yet, hatred is at the root of this” (Chap30; 84).70 This chapter has a high 

concentration of strong emotions that are often presented as responsible for suffering and 

ill fate. It is interesting that all those emotions are focused on Brynhildr, who is consumed 

with passion, while her opponent is presenting an opposite behaviour, calm and moderate, 

trying to ease Brynhildr’s grief.  

We see in this encounter and later between Brynhildr and Sigurðr that her feelings 

are her own, and that she is responsible for them, which is a prerequisite to gaining control 

over these feelings and instincts. The concept of ‘passion’ derives from the Ancient 

Greek pathe. In its original meaning, in Stoicism Pathe is regarded as a disease. Stoicism 

considered ‘passions’ as a “force that caused movement within the body” (passiones 

animi).71 The Stoics considered that emotions are forms of false judgement undergone by 

a rational mind, they are something that the rational mind suffers. Saint Augustine of 

Hippo added a Christian aspect to the vision of passions; he made a distinction between 

‘passions’—which a good Christian should avoid—and ‘Godly affections’—such as love 

and compassion. Augustine ascribed passions to will, not reason.72 Therefore, the 

protagonist is responsible for his passions and the actions undertaken because of them, 

that he can control and try to avoid.  

Of course, the love story of Sigurðr and Brynhildr is tragic. They are deceived, 

separated by Grímhildr’s mischief and magic. But Brynhildr’s character, at least in this 

part of the saga, is also very influenced by courtly romance in her open despair and 

lovelorn suicide.73 The display of emotions in this saga is especially important and 

contravenes the long-standing practice and tradition of heroic epic. The meeting between 

the two lovers, after the unveiling of the treachery, is the occasion to show that fate is not 

responsible for what happens, but rather Brynhildr’s sense of honour and extreme passion. 

                                                
70 “En þó býr grimmt undir.” 
71 Kirsi Kanerva, Porous Bodies, Porous Minds: Emotions and the Supernatural in the Íslendingasögur (ca. 
1200-1400), (PhD diss., University of Turku, 2015), 23. 
72 James R. Averill, “Inner Feelings, Works of the Flesh, the Beast Within, Diseases of the Mind, Driving 
Force, and Putting on a Show: Six Metaphors of Emotion and their Theoretical Extensions,” in Metaphors 
in the History of Psychology, ed. David E. Leary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990) ,111. 
73 Theodore Andersson, “Beyond Epic and Romance: Sigurðarkviða in Meiri,” in Sagnaskemmtun: Studies 
in Honour of Hermann Pálsson on his 65th birthday, 26th May 1986, ed. Rudolf Simek, Jónas Kristjánsson, 
Hans Bekker-Nielsen (Wien: Böhlau, 1986), 7. 
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Indeed, during this scene, all the contingencies are debated, all the possibilities to escape 

the tragic issue are raised. Sigurðr even offers to forsake Guðrún to prevent Brynhildr’s 

death. Her feelings for Sigurðr prevent her from being happy in any other circumstances 

than being married to him, and drives her willingness to die. Fate is not determining the 

course of events, instead it is the result of Brynhildr’s incapacity to overcome her 

deception and integrity, which Sigurðr does when he says “it pained me that you were not 

my wife. But I bore it as well as I could since I lived in the king’s hall” (Chap. 31; 87).74 

It is ambiguous what the author is trying to express here; either that they have no other 

choice because of what dictates honour, or that they actually have opportunities that 

Brynhildr is not ready to accept, as her feelings are too strong to be content with anything. 

In both readings, fate does not play any role in the situation.  The protagonists do not 

accept the situation at all; they discuss all the eventualities rather than showing 

resignation. At least Sigurðr makes a good deal of showing her that, even though she has 

been fooled, she should be happy with Gunnarr, for he is not less noble than Sigurðr, and 

had defeated great kings.  

In certain heroes, especially in Völsunga saga, excess, either of emotions or 

honour, drives toward self-destruction. Therefore, fate has no power over them. They are 

responsible for their own fate, even if they still blame fate; in a way every human would 

reject the guilt on others for their misconduct. The sagas’ characters demonstrate an 

excessive wilfulness and self-assertiveness, “beyond the ideal demands of heroism or the 

practical demands of maintaining one’s integrity and property,”75 which is clearly 

criticized through the concept of fate as the result of their actions. The urge to prevail 

leads to aggressiveness, and somehow to the death of the characters. 

Sigurðr’s death was already fated earlier in the saga, but we learn why he must die, 

with the reasons being clearly presented to the audience, who only knew that it was his 

fate to die prior to this. No prophecy in the saga ever mentions more details on this event. 

Not knowing the reason creates suspense in the narrative, but when the story moves on 

to show this, his death no longer seems mysterious, and we clearly understand what lead 

to this death; and at this point, Sigurðr’s death is no longer an unexplainable decision of 

                                                
74 “Þá harmaði mik þat, er þú vart eigi mín kona. En af mér bar ek sem ek mátta, þat er ek var í konungshöll.” 
75 Robert Cook, “The Sagas of Icelanders as Dramas of the Will” in Proceedings of the First International 
Saga Conference, University of Edinburgh, 1971, ed. Peter G. Foote, Hermann Pálsson, Desmond Slay 
(London: Viking society for northern research, 1973), 92-93. 
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fate, but the logical result of a chain of events, passions and betrayals. This is the scene 

of the narrative where all the mystery surrounding the death of the hero offered by the 

use of fate is resolved. It is the point at which the audience realizes that this is why he had 

to die.   

 

6- THE IRONY OF TAKING A DECISION ALREADY FATED  

The scene before Högni and Gunnarr leave to Atli’s hall seems particularly relevant to 

this study (Chap. 35). Indeed, their decision is said to be fated, but we can see that the 

author clearly had a different vision of it.  We see multiple warnings, in different forms, 

from the hidden message of Guðrún to the dreams of their two wives. The suspense is 

built by the intensity and the increasing clarity of the foreshadowing. The dreams 

reinforce the idea of refusal by the different misinterpretations offered by the two heroes. 

They don’t want to accept their ‘fate’ when it is presented clearly to them. We often see 

that dreams in sagas are, intentionally or not, misinterpreted, as here in Völsunga saga. 

Both their wives have several dreams they interpret as bad omens. But the two brothers 

insist on finding favorable interpretations to each of them. As Kristýna Králová notes “the 

negative interpretation of foreshadowing is always the correct one, while its positive 

reading is only the victim’s desperate attempt to avoid his/her destiny.”76 This is evident 

in this example, and the multiplicity of the dreams adds to the irony of this 

misinterpretation for the reader who knows this convention.  

The two brothers also have a discussion on whether they should accept to go or 

not, which makes it obvious that they have the choice. In the comparison with the poems 

on the same tradition, we see that the author of the saga gives a new meaning to the scene, 

according less importance to fate to the benefit of free will. For example, in the Dráp 

Niflunga in the Codex Regius, the ring sent to Högni and Gunnarr as a warning is 

Andvaranautr. In this condition, their bad decision may seem to the reader fated by the 

cursed ring. However, this detail does not appear in the saga. This difference can be 

perceived as a means for the author to minimize the role of fate in the heroes’ decision 

and increase their free will. The same change happens to the drink Grímhildr gives to 

Sigurðr; the author of the saga chooses not to emphasize its power and ineluctability, 

                                                
76 Kristýna Králová, “What Did the Future Hold for Them? Different Types of Foreshadowing in Various 
Saga Genres,” European Journal of Scandinavian Studies 47 n°1 (2017): 30. 
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instead paying attention to Brynhildr’s eddic wisdom, giving the answer on how to avoid 

the unpleasant course of those events.   

There is another variation from the poem, which is the role of alcohol in the 

decision. Indeed, Gunnarr finally accepted Atli’s invitation when drunk. Whether it is a 

Christian command on moderation or a heathen one as found in the stanza 12 of Hávamál, 

drunkenness is referred as a bad behaviour, altering the mind and therefore decisions.77  

In the saga however, despite the drunkenness, the ineluctability of the decision is 

underlined “It happened that Gunnar by this time was very drunk and was being offered 

much power. He could also not escape his destiny” (Chap. 35; 97).78 In the poem 

Atlakviða Gunnarr’s decision to accept the invitation is presented as a good one, the 

author here expressing this idea when he says that “then said Gunnarr/ as should a 

king”.”79 

When considering the reception of this scene by an audience, we can detect some 

irony intended by the author. A reader could question their naivety, or at least be able to 

discern Vingi’s lies. If they had listened to counsels and been moderate in their alcoholic 

consumption, they would have been able to avoid the tragic death. Nevertheless, they 

blame this on fate. The accumulation of hints suggests they had many opportunities to 

escape their fate. The irony clearly lies in the opposition of freedom of action and the idea 

of fate.  

This dual vision in the same text was already noted by Michel Huby in his work 

on the Nibelungenlied which he argues results from the origins of the legend in a 

Germanic world where the belief in fate was still strong, and the influence of the courtly 

literature offering a softer situation to men on earth. In this courtly mind, freedom was 

more important, and the author of the Nibelungenlied, as the author of Völsunga saga, 

was reducing the role of fate in the narrative.80 By the irony of this scene, the author 

seems to show a contradiction between the fatalism inherited from a pre-Christian belief 

                                                
77 It has been discussed by some scholars that Christian influences were present in the poem. See on the 
subject McKinnell John. “Wisdom from the Dead: the ‘Ljóðatal’ Section of ‘Hávamál,” Medium Ævum 76, 
n°1 (2007): 85-115.  
78 “Nú var bæði, at Gunnarr var mjök drukkinn, en boðit mikit ríki, mátti ok eigi við sköpum vinna.” 
79 “kvaddi þá Gunnarr/ sem konungr skyldi.” Eddukvæði in Eddukvæði, ed. Jónas Kristjánsson and Vésteinn 
Ólason, Íslenzk fornrit, vol. 2 (Rekjavík: Hið íslenzka fornritafélag, 2014), 374. 
80 Huby, “Un Poète Médiéval Face au Destin,” 176. 
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and the new idea of free will that develops in literature with the influence of European 

literature and Christian teaching.  

Irony has often been attached to the concept of fate in literature, as Mogens 

Brøndsted remarks, and is already found in Greek tragedies, where it was based on the 

idea of a “futile evasion;”81 a hero trying in vain to avoid his fate, while in our situation, 

the irony rests on all the opportunities offered to avoid the fate, that the heroes seem not 

able to see. The contrast is clear from the comparison with the poems. In his study of the 

combination and integration of the poems Atlakviða and Atlamál in Völsunga saga, Finch 

suggests that the decision to accept Atli’s invitation is less heroic in the saga, for the 

heroes do not accept matters spontaneously.82 They discuss the matter before and have to 

be convinced. I would argue to this that the scene is still heroic, only presenting a different 

set of heroic values. Högni and Gunnarr do not act impulsively, but consider the risks and 

benefits before taking any definitive decision. This is what we would expect from a 

leader, to not act hastily, and we find many other examples in the sagas of leaders who, 

although wanting to prove their heroism and bravery, take counsel before deciding 

anything. Gunnarr here embodies the change of the heroic values in the context of the 

thirteenth century and courtly literature where the idea of a wise, reasonable, and 

responsible king or leader is far more present. Judy Quinn sees in the high ratio of 

dialogue in Völsunga saga an interest in enunciation of wise counsels, which a good hero 

is able to understand and gain knowledge from.83 This idea seems to be an important 

message the author wants to share when writing his saga, as we see from many examples.  

Garmonsway notes that in Icelandic sagas we also find considerable credit given 

to those heroes who make firm preliminary estimates of danger ahead.84 Caution and 

foresight become cardinal virtues. This is what the heroes are lacking here. Mogens 

Brøndsted observed the evolution of the concept of fate in literature and has noticed a 

development from a transcendent to an immanent idea of fate. His article demonstrates 

that in Íslendingasögur destiny is relatively far from the “primitive dualistic experience 

of coming up against an exterior power than himself which thwarts actions and 

                                                
81 Brøndsted, “The Transformation of the Concept of Fate in Literature,” 176. 
82 Ronald G. Finch, « Atlakviða, Atlamál and Völsunga saga: A Study in Combination and Integration,” in 
Speculum Norroenum: Norse Studies in Memory of Gabriel Turville-Petre, ed. Ursula Dronke et al. 
(Odense: Odense University Press, 1981), 127-33. 
83 Quinn, “Trust in Words,” 99. 
84 Garmonsway, “Anglo-Saxon Heroic Attitudes,” 145.  
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intentions,”85 but is rather on the verge of immanence, presented through a psychological 

type of presage, namely the presentiment – hugr – of the wise. It seems reasonable to 

extend this assumption to the fornaldarsögur. Good or bad luck is often associated with 

other qualities inherent to someone.86 An intelligent protagonist is more likely to be 

‘granted’ with good luck; fate is determined by the hero’s qualities and not the opposite.  

Moreover, the idea of a fate granted according to one’s moral qualities relates 

clearly to the Christian conception of Providence. The intelligence of the hero allows him 

to have an intuition of what will happen in a logical reflection on the causes and effects 

of the events, and to be able to prevent it. Sigurðr himself when dying realises that if he 

had been wise enough to predict his brothers-in-law’s attack, things would have happened 

differently.87 This expresses the power to alter the course of events that a hero can 

demonstrate.  

However, there is not only defeat in this. If we want to refer to Anthony Gilbert’s 

ambiguity of fate and its dramatic reversals, we can clearly see it before Gunnarr and 

Högni’s departure, where an event is going to happen, and hints of it are concealed, left 

for the hero to be revealed. When forced to face their ill fortune, they challenge the bad 

aspect of their fate by seeking an honourable death and shaming Atli in the process. Being 

conscious of their fate, heroes are not prisoners of it and decide on a course of action, 

based on a sense of moral authority. Fate is not to be perceived as something happening 

without any warning and restraining the heroes’ actions. On the contrary, it creates the 

opportunity for the hero to take actions and demonstrate his power over the events. Those 

choices taken by the hero are intelligible and realistic, but above all deliberate, more or 

less the opposite of what we could expect of a fatalistic turn of events. Anthony Gilbert 

presents Atli and Gunnarr as two opposite figures, the former of them being unable to 

master his fate because he is an oath-breaker, the worst of crimes, and has broken a moral 

law, while Gunnarr who has moral integrity, even in his own oath-breaking is able to face 

the deception and ambiguity and turn his ill fate into an honourable one and moral 

victory.88  

  
                                                
85 Brøndsted, “The Transformation of the Concept of Fate in Literature,” 172. 
86 Gropper, “Fate,” 202-5. 
87  “If I had known earlier what was going to happen and had risen to my feet, bearing my weapons, many 
would have lost their lives before I had fallen” (Chap. 32; 90). 
88 Gilbert, “The Ambiguity of Fate and Narrative Form in Some Germanic Poetry,” 10.  
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CHAPTER III – CASE STUDY: HERVARAR SAGA OK HEIÐREKS 

 

1- PRESENTATION OF THE SAGA 

Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks is usually regarded as one of the oldest of the fornaldarsögur.  

For Viðar Hreinsson, this saga considers the question whether humans can redeem 

themselves from their savage nature, when they are doomed to commit violence, 

compelled by the cursed sword Tyrfingr.89 This expresses the idea of free will and power 

over fate, embodied through the sword. The saga is concerned with the idea of rivalry 

over inheritance, which was an important concern of the society in the late medieval 

Iceland, with the adoption of the new system, inspired by European kingdoms, of 

primogeniture.  

 

2- CURSES: CAUSALITY VS DETERMINISM 

As demonstrated through Sigurðr, there is a clear sense of fatalism in the sagas, when 

a protagonist does not seem to deserve his predetermined fate. However, in many 

occasions, fate is not predetermined, and appears as a direct reaction to someone’s attitude 

or action. Kristýna Králová accurately points out an ‘outward nature’ of the fate, in 

opposition, or most likely complementary, to its most common ‘inward nature’. The 

inward nature is the predetermined aspect of the fate attached to someone, which Lars 

Lönnroth designates as a metaphorical force, or blind destiny operating behind the stage.90 

However, in some instances, the hero’s destiny can still be affected from the outside, 

especially in reaction to the character’s deeds. This happens more often in fornaldarsögur 

than in other kinds of sagas, because of the context and nature of those sagas. The 

narratives we are dealing with here take place in a mythological world, where the 

characters can find themselves in contact with supernatural and mythological beings, a 

lot of magic, and in some occasions, the Old Norse gods themselves. It so happens that 

they who have the powers to do so, can directly interfere in the hero’s destiny.  

                                                
89 Viðar Hreinsson, “Vicious Cycle of Violence: The Afterlife of Hervör,” In The Legendary Legacy: 
Transmission and Reception of the Fornaldarsögur Norðurlanda., ed. Matthew Driscoll, Silvia Hufnagel, 
Philip Lavender and Beeke Stegmann (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, 2018.), 76. 
90 Lars Lönnroth, “Dreams in the Sagas,” Scandinavian Studies 74, n°4 (2002): 456. 
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Curses are usually a direct reaction to one’s evil deeds or behaviour and appear as a 

form of punishment.91 The attempt of king Heiðrekr to strike Óðinn with Tyrfingr at the 

end of their riddles contest is a good enough reason to curse him to death (Chap. 9; 45). 

But there are reasons to think that this tragic death may have been predictable, for the 

sword Tyrfingr was itself already cursed. The story of the curse itself is relevant to our 

study. The king Svafrlami found two dwarves, Dvalinn and Durinn, and forced them to 

make him a sword that will always bring him victory. In response to the threat, the 

dwarves cursed the sword: “May your sword, Svafrlami, be the death of a man every time 

it is drawn, and with it may three of the most hateful deeds be done; may it also bring you 

your death!”92 

Among the many forms of curse in sagas, this one is the most common, at least in 

fornaldarsögur, and we often find the same concept of an object, mainly a sword or a 

piece of jewellery, made under duress by dwarves.93 Those objects embody the curse and 

run through generations or groups of people. The fate, represented by the curse, can 

concern one specific individual, taking the previous example, the king itself, but it can 

also be attached not to an individual but to the object. Therefore, a fate can be shared and 

passed among people as they come into possession of the object. If a curse is the reaction 

to someone’s deeds, it does not mean that this specific person is the only one to suffer 

from the curse. For example, the ring Andvarnautr in Völsunga saga, again taken from a 

dwarf by force, “would be the death of whoever owned it, and the same applied to the 

gold” (Chap. 14; 58).94  

We should moreover note that the curse is always retold as the gold is passed from 

one to another, and no one comes into possession of it without a warning. 

The curse contains a strong sense of moral value. It is clear that in the case of curses, 

an ill fate is the result of a condemnable behaviour or action. The meaning is simple 

enough to understand for the audience that such a behaviour leads to misfortune. The 

                                                
91 In her book on Norns, Karen Bek Pedersen proposes the decision of fate as a judgment. It has been argued 
by some scholars that fate in Íslendingasögur has a moral value and can express ethical behaviour. See for 
example William Sayers, “Ethics or Pragmatics; Fate or Chance; Heathen, Christian, or Godless World? 
(Hrafnkels saga).” Scandinavian Studies 79, no.4 (2007): 385-404.  
92 All quotations of Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks are from Christopher Tolkien, The Saga of King Heiðrek 
the Wise. (London: Nelson, 1960). “Sverð þitt, Svafrlami, verði manns bani hvárt sinn er brugðit er, ok með 
því sé unnin þrjú níðingsverk in mestu; þat verði ok þinn bani.” Appendix A, Supplementary Texts 1, p68. 
93 See for other example in Fornarldarsögur the creation of the sword in Ásmundar saga kappabana. 
94 “Hverjum skyldi at bana verða, er þann gullhring ætti ok svá allt gullit.” 
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characters are held responsible for their actions, and fate is presented as the punishment, 

or in some occasions the reward, for it. Occasionally, the curse can actually be conjured 

by the right decision. In that case, the result is conditional and relies entirely on the 

character’s decision.95  

 

3- THE MOTIF OF THE EXTORTED DWARF 

In an article on the origins of the sagas, Jónas Kristjánsson notes that authors were 

particularly fond of fixed stylistic devices; they also had a predilection for fixed motifs.96 

Fate is to be considered as one of those stylistic devices; and the extorted dwarves are a 

popular motif closely related to the notion of fate. This motif is especially popular in 

fornaldarsögur and late medieval Icelandic romances. It reflects the deeply literary nature 

of those texts and the borrowing of European romance in terms of narrative construction. 

Werner Schäfke did a cognitive motif analysis demonstrating a literary knowledge 

attached to the motif. He notes that the motif usually has a ‘schematic’ nature, meaning 

that it was not needed to be developed for the audience to know what it stands for in the 

narrative. The motif often appears in the ‘introduction of the text’ and gives the frame to 

the narrative for the reader knows what to expect from the simple encounter with a dwarf 

in the story. In such a motif, fate is not predetermined, but appears as the result of an 

action. Moreover, it is clearly here a narrative tool to express an idea that a reader can 

understand through his literary knowledge. It means that the audience can expect what 

will result from a series of actions from previous texts with the same series of actions. 

This notion illustrates that this motif is the result of a literary construction used by the 

author to transmit a message to an audience aware of the communicative aspect of 

narratives. The motif vehiculates a specific meaning known by the reader.  

Schäfke notes one important variable in the motif, which is the attitude of the human 

actant. Indeed, we see two sub-types of the motif: the protagonistic or antagonistic human 

actants. They both lead to a different result, being a good or ill fate. If the human rewards 

the dwarf there is no curse. The ill or good fate depends on the compensation offered to 

the dwarf. Therefore, the fate of the hero is, from the beginning, defined by his attitude 

                                                
95 In Bósa Saga ok Herrauðs, Busla’s prayer, or curse against king Hringr, contains in itself the way to 
prevent the evil fate. This time, she is asked to stop her prophecy if she doesn’t want to get tortured. 
96 Jónas Kristjánsson, “The roots of the sagas,” 196. 
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towards the dwarf and the causal aspect does not even need to be explained, for the reader, 

knowing the motif, can expect one or the other from the circumstances of the encounter.97  

 

4- HONOUR OR THE SIN OF PRIDE 

In the widespread vision of fate as sacredness within the hero, given to him at birth, 

honour is very important in order to preserve and personify this sacredness. Fate is often 

used instead of honour. The fact that there are prophecies is given the characters the 

opportunity to choose. Fate is what will happen if they do something or go somewhere. 

The choice is often to act honourably or not. A character will say that he must act in a 

certain way, and that he has no choice. What is keeping the choice away from him is not 

fate, but honour. However, on response to this I would argue that in reading the sagas, we 

often see a disapproval of this sense of honour that we can connect with the Christian idea 

of sin of pride, and that fate can be the response to this sin. Curses and actions are 

connected. This we see from Hjörvarðr challenging Hjálmarr to a duel; Hjálmarr not only 

has to accept for the sake of honour, but this obligation is increased with the curse that 

will fall upon him if he marries Ingibjörg before the duel (Chap. 2;4). This would be an 

act of dishonour and cowardice and would have ill fate as a consequence. Fate is here 

however only used as a rhetorical figure, for men would despise him for the cowardice 

anyway, with or without curse.  

Hermann Pálsson in “Icelandic sagas and medieval ethics” regards the sagas as 

knowledge of the people who were writing and consuming the sagas. He affirms that the 

idea of duty, such as honour, that we find in heroic poems is replaced by the ideas of 

necessity, justice and usefulness, in which there is place for the intentionality.98 This sense 

of honour seems to be rejected at the same time as free will and intentionality starts having 

an important place in the mentalities of the thirteenth century. In the medieval mind, men 

are seen as the sum of intentions and actions, a synthesis of many elements, both good 

                                                
97 Werner Schäfke, “The Extorted Dwarf: Cognitive Motif Analysis and Literary Knowledge,” in Самые 
забавные лживые саги: Сборник статей в честь Г. В. Глазыриной / Skemmtiligastar Lygisögur: 
Studies in Honour of Galina Glazyrina, ed. Tatjana N. Jackson and Elena A. Melnikova (Moscow: Dimitry 
Pozharskiy University, 2012): 179. 
98 In his words, “Duty, as a moral precept in saga criticism, covers a multitude of sins.”  
Hermann Pálsson, “Icelandic Sagas and Medieval Ethics,” 67. The expression of duty, and therefore of 
fatalistic feeling, is to be seen as negative in the sagas. There is no intentionality in the idea of duty, while 
in medieval ethics, the moral nature of an act must be related to the agent’s intention. Duty can be felt as a 
way to avoid being judged for your own actions.  
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and bad. Hermann Pálsson also applies the term of hybris to the sagas when he says that 

“in some cases, hybris plays a part in the hero’s downfall; he then defies fate and goes 

beyond his limitations so that his death is the result of a tragic combination of external 

causes and personal pride.”99 

This idea of excessive pride can be applied to Hervör when she goes to find her 

father to reaffirm her honour. But first, it is necessary to look more closely at her 

description in the saga. Indeed, she is presented as someone who does “more often harm 

than good”100 and she “ran away to the woods and killed men for her gain” (Chap. 3; 

10).101 She is described as selfish, lacking the Christian virtues of humility, compassion 

and modesty. Her gain is not presented here as honourable, since it was forbidden for her 

to do so. She is an evil character, and the slave’s insult is the response to her treating him 

badly, “as she did everyone else.”102 The ill fate she inherits from her father, that she goes 

to meet because of the slave’s insult, seems only a fair retribution for their behaviour, and 

this is how fate functions in the sagas the majority of the time.  

Hervör was insulted by being called the daughter of a slave, and it seems quite 

appropriate, even necessary, that she denies those allegations. However, during the 

encounter she has with her deceased father, she is warned that taking the sword will bring 

ill fate to her and her children. She demonstrates her selfishness by condemning her 

children to the curse for her own sake. She insists on taking the sword, while it is not 

necessary to her honour. The decision of taking the sword is driven by the pride of 

possessing such a treasure, as she said to the jarl before leaving:  

 
“I am filled with longing 
to seek them out,  
my slain kinsmen,  
for store of wealth  
they surely own.”103  
 
We might think that it is to be considered as her “heirloom” (Chap. 3; 14) which 

proves her origins to others. However, the repeated warnings of her father are suspicious 

in this way. As honour is attached to the family, we would not expect him to deprive her 

                                                
99 Ibid. 62. 
100 “Hon gerði ok optar illt en gott.” 
101 “Hljóp hon á skóga ok drap menn til fjár sér.” 
102 “Ok gerði hon þeim illt sem öðrum.” 
103 Chap. 3; 11. “ Nú fýsir mik, fóstri, at vitja framgenginna frænda minna; auð mundu þeir eiga nógan.” 
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of the sword if it was necessary to preserve her honour, and therefore his memory as a 

great warrior. Moreover, the warning he gives her considers the future of her family, 

therefore going against the idea of honour, which is for a hero to be remembered and for 

his family to succeed and his line to continue. Those warnings express that she clearly 

has a choice and acts only according to her will. The repetition of the warnings therefore 

should not be seen as a strong fatalism but as guidance on how to act.  

We could relate here to the Christian idea of self-knowledge, that is to know one’s 

own condition and place. This idea compliments the idea of modesty and humility Hervör 

is clearly lacking. Her personal ambition prevails over moral principle. In the idea of self-

knowledge, the desire to raise oneself above his proper level is pride, which is here at the 

root of the error, not fate.  

 

5- OÐINN AND FATE 

Óðinn intervenes in the three sagas analysed in this thesis, with different roles in each. 

Baetke proposed that his role as god of fate was a rather late poetic invention.104 His 

interventions therefore serve a literary purpose, and do not represent a religious reality. 

In the same way as the dwarf, it can be considered as motif with its own meanings. In 

Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, he appears in disguise as Gestumblindi and goes to the king 

for a riddle contest. At the end, after Gestumblindi’s treacherous riddle revealing his real 

identity to his opponent, the king tries to attack Óðinn. The prophecy of his death is the 

counterpart for this attack.  

Óðinn justifies this decision not only on the attack, but rather on the fact that it 

was “without offence”105 (Chap. 9; 44) from his part. The idea of an ill fate as the result 

of the hero’s wrong conduct is not the death itself, but how it happens. It is “the basest 

slaves”106 that shall be the death of Heiðrekr. Moreover, fate is here re-establishing the 

disturbed social order, because the slaves who are supposed to kill him have been 

wronged, they are of noble families, captured and reduced to slavery by Heiðrekr. The 

same idea is found in Nicolas Meylan’s article on the functional approach of fate in sagas. 

His conclusion was that fate is invoked to explain unusual social situations.107 According 

                                                
104 Gropper, “Fate,” 198.  
105 “Saklausan.” 
106 “Inir verstu þrælar.” 
107 Meylan, “Fate is a Hero’s Best Friend,” 163. 
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to his reading, fate is used as a tool to rationalize for the audience what was socially 

disturbing, or against the natural order of things. 

Óðinn is the god who is usually the most involved in the hero’s fate.108 He takes 

decisions but may also guide the hero in the fulfilment of his fate by offering some advice 

or magical objects.  

Torfi H. Tulinius makes a connection between Gizurr,109 Hlöðr’s foster-father and 

Óðinn, where Óðinn embodies the temptation by pushing Hlöðr to refuse the honourable 

compromise of his brother, willing to give him a third of the inheritance, when he has “no 

title to this land, and [is] resolved to deal unjustly” (Chap. 10; 49).110 The saga presents a 

thematic unity around the denial of birth right. We can see a pattern in the use of the same 

insult on Hlöðr as the one that led Hervör to her father’s grave and therefore the curse. 

Hervör’s children were fated to die by the curse, however they are given an opportunity 

to avoid it. The compromise represents the choice they have, i.e. to escape the conflict 

and therefore their deaths; however, like his ancestors, Hlöðr is too proud to accept the 

peaceful solution. Among the ideals of the aristocracy of Europe that spread to Iceland is 

primogeniture. Iceland in the thirteenth century was undergoing transformations in the 

status of illegitimate sons on inheritance. This saga clearly reflects the preoccupations of 

the thirteenth century and was teaching its audience that compromise was the best 

alternative rather than yielding to the temptation of pride.  

In Völsunga saga, Óðinn appears to the generation of heroes in several occasions. 

Of course, we should underline that Óðinn has a family bond with many saga heroes, for 

he is often portrayed as the forefather of powerful families. His lineage is the only one to 

survive through Áslaug, and as Torfi H. Tulinius underlines, the other great families are 

extinguished through treason and suspicion. Óðinn has power of death over the 

characters, and it is interesting to see his appearance in the saga. We should indeed 

consider that the decision of death, which is the most important aspect of fate that we find 

in Icelandic literature, may refer to some actions or situations. There is a connection 

between kinslayings and the intervention of Óðinn in Völsunga saga. The god intervenes 

for Sigmundr’s death after he let his son Sinfjötli die from poisoning, and he advised king 

                                                
108 Annette Lassen, “Óðinn in Old Norse Texts Other Than the Elder Edda, Snorra Edda and Ynglinga 
saga,” Viking and Medieval Scandinavia 1, n°1 (2005): 98-100. 
109 Torfi H. Tulinius, “Inheritance, Ideology and Literature: Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks,”153-4. 
110 “Eigi ertu til lands þessa kominn með lögum, ok rangt viltu bjóða.” 
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Jörmunrekr on how to kill Guðrún’s sons after they have themselves killed their brother 

Erpr. They therefore lose their status of hero and deserve to die for killing members of 

their own family. The connection is clear here; killing within someone’s own family is 

condemnable, and the condemnation is made through the fatidic figure of Óðinn.  

Óðinn also appears in our last saga, Örvar-Odds saga; however, his role has been 

greatly reduced. As I will discuss, Örvar-Odds saga is the most impregnated with 

Christian ideology of the three sagas under study.111 As Riti Kroesen notes in one article 

“the part that Odin usually plays in the lives of warriors and kings is that of making them 

capable for their future task.”112 In this, his relation to the fate of our heroes is clear; not 

only he knows and decides it, but he also guides the heroes to its accomplishment. In the 

case of Örvar-Odds saga, Óðinn appears as Rauðgrani and becomes Örvar-Oddr’s blood-

brother. He shares with our hero his knowledge of his foe, but it is noticeable that he only 

gives him advice and insights into the future. However, it is clearly stated that the final 

decision belongs to Örvar-Oddr, who “will have the greatest say of [them] all” (Chap. 

19;80).113 Óðinn’s role is to initiate the heroes to the appropriate behaviour and moral 

value, which determines the protagonists’ fates. Örvar-Odds saga can be read as a story 

about the initiation of a king. This initiation takes place in the context of his defined fate 

with the help of Óðinn, although this help may not be clear and representing of a 

temptation to avoid (Chap. 19;80).114 The death poem of Örvar-Oddr that is found in the 

saga, believed to be older than the saga itself, offers to the reader more events in relation 

with Óðinn than the prose text. For Kroesen, those events have been voluntarily removed 

from the saga by the author who was reducing the part of pagan elements in the text. It so 

                                                
111 About the Christian elements in Örvar-Odds saga, see Régis Boyer’s introduction in his translation: 
Boyer, Régis. Saga d’Oddr aux flèches. Toulouse: Anarcharsis, 2010. See Also Torfi H. Tulinius’ chapter 
on Örvar-Odds saga in Torfi H. Tulinius, La « Matière du Nord » : sagas légendaires et fiction ans la 
littérature islandaise en prose du XIIIe siècle (Paris : Presses de l’Université de Paris-Sorbonne, 1995), 
143-147. 
112 Riti Kroesen, “The Christianization of Two Initiatory Patterns in the Örvar-Odds saga,” in The Sixth 
International Saga Conference. Workshop Papers II (Copenhagen: 1985), 647.  
113 All quotations of Örvar-Odds saga are from Hermann Pálsson and Paul Edwards, Seven Viking 
Romances (Harmondsworth: Penguin classics, 1985).  “Ok þó skaltu mestu ráða af oss öllum.” 
114 If Óðinn is always depicted as cunning, his image however is a bit different in the konungasögur about 
Christian rulers. Óðinn still plays an initiatory role, but not as the helper, rather as a devilish character who 
is testing the kings. See the encounter between Óðinn and Olaf Tryggvason where Óðinn tries to deceive 
the king and his court. See Annette Lassen “Óðinn in Old Norse Texts Other than the Elder Edda, Snorra 
Edda and Ynglinga saga,” Viking and Medieval Scandinavia 1, n°1 (2005): 97 and Arnfrid Opedal and 
Endre Elvestad “Óðinn Visiting Christian Kings: Storytelling and the Construction of Royal Authority in 
Medieval Norway,” Viking and Medieval Scandinavia 12 (January 2016): 173-197. 
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happens that Bravalla’s battle, under Óðinn’s auspices is nowhere to be found in the saga, 

when it was probably part of the oral tradition on the hero. 

 

6- FATE BINDING NARRATIVES: STUDY OF THE COMPOSITION OF 

THE SAGA 

“Fate provides structure for human life, although it may seem illogical and thus 

incomprehensible.”115 This quote from Stefanie Gropper explains how fate can help 

structure the narrative, by giving it a beginning, an end, and often a purpose in-between. 

If we are to analyse the role of fate in the narrative structure, we see a number of 

examples, especially regarding the writing history of those texts. In that matter, the study 

of the original material prefacing Christopher Tolkien’s translation of Hervarar saga ok 

Heiðreks is useful. From his work, we can understand that the version we have today of 

the saga is the result of the compilation of stories and a rewriting of the material found in 

an older manuscript from the fourteenth century.116 When comparing the material from 

different versions of the saga, we see that the curse attached to the sword Tyrfingr may 

play an important role in structuring the most recent redactions of the saga.117  

One of the characteristics of the curse attached to Tyrfingr are the three evil deeds 

– niðingsverk – that it will cause. These three evil deeds have been debated by scholars. 

Christopher Tolkien’s opinion is that they are the three kin-slayings of Angantýr, King 

Haraldr and Hlöðr. Here again we can apply Nicolas Meylan’s socio-political reading of 

fate. Those three evil deeds attached to the sword are socially and morally condemnable 

deeds. Such acts have to be explained by some impending decisions of fate. However, 

this can only be seen from the latest version of the U manuscript, where the story seems 

to have been rewritten in a version where the part played by the sword has been reshaped 

to unify the whole story. In older versions, the sword is less involved in those killings, 

which therefore do not insist as much on the relationship between those morally 

condemnable acts and the judgement of fate.  Even if we want to discuss this argument, 

                                                
115 Gropper, “Fate,” 202. 
116 Christopher Tolkien, The Saga of King Heiðrek the Wise. (London: Nelson, 1960), xxxix-xxxi. 
117 This argument of Tyrfingr structuring the saga and “binding together literarily a series of unrelated 
material” is also expressed by Andrews A. Leroy, “Studies in the Fornaldarsögur Norðrlanda II: The 
Hervarar Saga” Modern Philology: A Journal Devoted to Research in Medieval and Modern Literature 25, 
no.2 (1927). 
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it is still clear that in the actual version of the saga, many tales are regrouped together, 

and the link through them all is the passage of the sword between the generations. 

It is interesting to note that the sword is not used much when we take into 

consideration its ability to make its owner victorious in every battle or fight. Much of the 

saga happens without the sword even been mentioned or drawn. It can easily be 

interpreted as merely a literary device to bind together the text. We also notice some 

inconsistencies in the function of fate as the saga progresses. Indeed, the curse on the 

sword requires the death of a man every time it is drawn. However, it appears that this 

does not happen consistently in the saga. As we see from these different versions within 

the manuscripts, this saga never existed in a fixed form. The saga was constantly in 

progress, subject to a kind of “social authorship.”118 The story was fashioned in different 

ways, giving it different meanings appealing to specific audiences.  

The fact that versions change with time suggests there is an underlying message 

and that this message changes according to the concerns of the audience in the time of 

writing of a specific version of the story. The rewriting of the introduction with the motif 

of the extorted dwarf may have been aimed at an audience who would discern in it the 

causal connection between the protagonist’s behaviour and his ill fate. Not only was the 

story reshaped, but some elements such as free will and the moral principles were 

emphasized at the basis of the story, while the power of fate was progressively reduced.  

                                                
118 Viðar Hreinsson, “Vicious Cycle of Violence,” 78. 
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CHAPTER IV- CASE STUDY ÖRVAR-ODDS SAGA 
 

1- PRESENTATION OF THE SAGA 

Örvar-Odds saga is also regarded as an old and popular fornaldarsaga. The first 

redactions are from the fourteenth century, but it is thought that there was an older 

redaction from the thirteenth century. Martin Arnold divides the manuscripts into two 

groups, the early one from the fourteenth century includes the manuscripts S and M, while 

the late manuscript group contains the A and B manuscripts from the fifteenth century.119 

The two groups present marked differences in their narratives, with a shift of their focus 

and meaning. The saga is based on an oral tradition found in other sources such as Gesta 

Danorum. This saga is extremely rich in terms of intertextual relations.  Those relations 

help our understanding of the messages in the saga. Like the konungasögur, Örvar-Odds 

saga aims to communicate royal ideology, an important concern in thirteenth- and 

fourteenth-century Iceland under the sovereignty of Norway. In early and late redactions, 

the saga is concerned with change over time, either with the new royal governance, or 

with the change from pagan time to Christianity.  

 

2- THE ORIGIN OF THE MYTH 

Contrary to Völunga saga, fate is not excessively present in the saga; it appears as one 

prophecy and its realization. The prediction serves as a frame to the story. Örvar-Oddr is 

pushed to go on adventures because of this prediction. Since the same structure offered 

by the prediction is to be found in other narratives, it is easier to see it as a narrative 

device. This tale has many parallels in the literature and folklore of various European 

peoples, and scholars argue about its origin, which may not necessarily be from 

Scandinavia.120 

In her study of the resemblances between the Old Russian tale of King Oleg and 

Örvar-Odds saga, Elena Melnikova proposes to see the tale as a combination of structural 

motifs.121 The comparison of those motifs can help us understand the meaning each author 

                                                
119 Arnold, “Örvar-Odds saga and the Meanings of Ögmundr Eyþjofsbani,” 85-86. 
120 Among the other hypotheses is an origin from the Varengian milieu, or maybe even from a Byzantine 
legend, supported by scholars such as Trander (1906) or A. Stender-Petersen (1950). 
121 Elena Melnilova, “The Death in the Horse’s Skull: The Interaction of Old Russian and Old Norse 
Literary Traditions,” in Gudar på jorden: festskrift till Lars Lönnroth, ed. Stina Hansson and Mats Malm 
(Stockholm: Brutus Östlings Bokförlag Symposion, 2000), 153. She distinguishes the structural motifs that 
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was willing to give to his story, by interrogating the reasons for the author’s modification 

of the traditional motifs.  

In the Russian tale, Prince Oleg willingly consults the magician to learn about his fate. 

The author of the Örvar-Odds saga changed this motif towards Örvar-Oddr’s refusal to 

meet with the völva, because of his distaste of pagan beliefs. Örvar-Oddr’s inclination to 

Christianity must be regarded as a non-original element from the tale, but one introduced 

by a thirteenth-century author, with Christian intentions implied in the reinterpretation of 

a number of traditional motifs, including the one of fate.  

 

3- THE VÖLVA EPISODE: RELATION WITH OTHER TEXTS 

McKinnell states that the character of the völva is in several occasions introduced with a 

presentation of her function. According to him, this presentation was necessary for it was 

a forgotten practice, that may indicate that the religious aspect of fate was not in existence 

as such by the time the sagas were written. The audience did not share this belief in fate 

anymore, so fate might have another function here. Few instances of the völva actually 

occur in the prose texts from the Old Norse corpus, and their definition in some occasions 

makes us consider that the audience of the written texts were not as familiar with the 

völva as might be thought. For McKinnell, their few apparitions in Íslendingasögur are 

an influence of the mythological tales, and are to be considered as literary devices.122   

The prophetesses do not usually have power over destiny. However, in some 

occasional instances, the völva, like the nornir, seems to possess the ability to not only 

look into the future, but apparently also determine its course.123 Even if the völur do not 

have the power to decide, we see that their negative prophecies are often associated with 

an amoral behaviour from the hero. In some occasions, we can even see a causal aspect 

of fate, where the völva expects a certain behaviour from the hero, in order for the 

prophecy not to be told, and therefore realized. In Örvar-Odds saga, the völva does not 

                                                
are the prophecy, the prophecy’s attempt to avoid his fate by getting rid of the horse, the adventures of the 
hero and the death, from the “dynamic” elements, or variable motifs who give the tales their specific form 
and content. 
122 John McKinnell, “Encounters with Völur.” In Old Norse Myths, Literature and Society, ed. Margaret 
Clunies Ross (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, 2003), 114. 
123 Karen Bek-Pedersen, The Norns in Old Norse Mythology (Edinburgh: Dunedin Academic Pr Ltd, 2011), 
63. 
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only foresee the hero’s future, but appears to fashion it, as a consequence of the 

confrontation. 

 

4- THE SPOKEN WORD 

We must consider Karen Bek-Pedersen’s definition of a prophecy in order to 

understand what power the völva has over fate: “a spá is precisely the giving of shape to 

the un-shaped through words.”124 The spoken prophecy can help to bring about the event 

prophesied. There is a specific power in speaking words in sagas. Indeed, a fate needs to 

be prophesied in order to happen, so the action of speaking is complementary but 

necessary to the act of deciding. The völva’s “word is magical command which brings 

things into being.”125 Speech can be a prescriptive act as much as it can be a descriptive 

one.  

Contrarily to Brynhildr who only prophesizes general answers, the völva’s prophecy 

in Örvar-Odds saga is clear and straightforward. Usually, the meaning of a prophecy is 

hidden, and it is the hero’s duty to understand it, which he fails to. Here the author seems 

to have used the prophecy to create something other than the suspense of the concealment. 

He instead underlines the irony created by Örvar-Oddr deploying so much effort and 

bragging that he “cheated his fate” while the prophecy was so clear it becomes comic that 

he misunderstood it, especially regarding his spirit for deduction and calculation shown 

throughout the saga. The prophecy therefore still supplies entertainment value to the 

narrative, but not by its puzzling nature as we usually find in the sagas. These two 

different ways of using fate in narratives in order to create different reactions in the 

audience demonstrate that the idea of fate was indeed considered as a tool in the hands of 

the saga authors. It enabled them to achieve different artistic effects.  

 

5- SAYING NO: REJECTION 

Various models of reaction towards fate are presented in the sagas, demonstrating the 

complexity of human psychology when confronted to ideas such as death or 

uncontrollable events. Those many different reactions go against the scholarly accepted 

                                                
124 Karen Bek-Pedersen, “Fate and Weaving: Justification of a Metaphor,” Viking and Medieval 
Scandinavia 5, no.1 (2009): 186. 
125 Bek-Pedersen, “The Norns in Old Norse Mythology,” 182. 
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idea of a unique heroic reaction: acceptance. Sagas do not always express the idea of a 

willing acceptance of fate, with no fear of the tragic end. Many characters, even heroes, 

are unhappy to hear about their destiny, and try to flee from it. They may even express 

the burden that their awareness of their fate represents to them. After her meeting with 

Brynhildr, Guðrún says that “the grief of knowing such things overwhelms [her]” (Chap. 

27;78).126 This contradicts the vision of the hero willing to know his fate for his own 

fulfilment that we find in so many works on heroes and destiny. 

Those reactions to fate may serve different purposes. First of all, we have to 

consider that every attempt to defeat fate results to a failure. Ultimately there is only one 

option; accepting that fate cannot be escaped. This may reinforce the values of the ideal 

hero who are not fighting in vain and acknowledge the power of fate. Heroes can be 

considered as such according to what degree and how they accept their fate and fulfil it. 

It is, however, worth considering that other reactions are presented in the sagas, less 

stereotypical than the common interpretation, which presents the heroes with a more 

human and realistic aspect. We could infer that those diverse reactions may serve as 

literary devices to provide the reader with examples of the good and bad legendary heroes, 

but it would be denying that those characters, not reacting as expected towards fate, still 

share the common characteristics of heroes.  

The character of Örvar-Oddr is without doubt a unique and interesting figure in 

this respect. The freedom to say “no” is one of our most significant privileges. In this, 

Örvar-Oddr is probably one of the most strong-willed characters in relation to fate in all 

the Icelandic literature. The negation has a function of social regulator. When saying no, 

an individual is aware of the social norms he or she is expected to meet - here the 

acceptance of fate - but it also simultaneously enables one to reject those norms if one 

desires.127 This is what Örvar-Oddr does in this saga, and I will try to demonstrate that it 

is not only his fate that he is here rejecting, but all the social norms of the ideal Germanic 

hero, in order to propose a new definition of the heroic conduct.  

We have seen before, especially in Völsunga saga, either with Sigurðr or with his 

brothers-in-law, that characters can approach fate with scepticism and denial with a rather 

passive attitude, but in this case, the physical and violent reaction represents a totally 

                                                
126 “Ofrharmr er oss þat at vita slíkt.” 
127 Einar Haugen, “Negative Reinforcement: Some Thoughts on Saying “No” in Scandinavia” in Arkiv för 
Nordisk Filologi 101 (1986): 150. 
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different degree of refusal. Örvar-Oddr refuses his fate as part of the pre-Christian belief 

that he is also denying. Like Sigurðr, he does not believe in the prophecy. Both are often 

considered as ‘noble heathens.’128 Even if they are not Christian, they share the Christian 

values, so they can still be heroes for the audience of the thirteenth century. They have 

courtly characteristics and display honourable - from a Christian perspective - behaviour; 

they have the cardinal values that we find in courtly romance: moderation, courage, 

intelligence and justice. Örvar-Oddr only loses his temper towards the heathen religion.  

For Riti Kroesen, this scepticism was foreshadowing the conversion to 

Christianity. She believes that “truði á mátt sinn ok megin” (trusted in his own strength) 

(Chap. 1;27) was ascribed to the interpretatio Christiana of the author, rather than the 

expression of an important heathen belief.129 Indeed, in the context of our saga, this “mátt 

ok megin” is presented as the opposite of Ingjaldr’s strong belief in heathen gods and 

rituals. The author was writing about a hero who could not “share the blame of 

heathenism”130 to be such. Another interesting point is that the first redactions of the saga 

did not mention the Christian values of the hero, and his conversion was there superficial. 

The shift in the concern of the saga indicates a change in the values displayed within the 

literary production of Iceland from the heroic ideal to a Christian conception of the world.  

The didactic aspect of literature often lies in opposites. We learn to hate the 

antagonist and despise his treachery, while we praise the protagonist for his virtues and 

great talents. The Russian historian Aron Gúrevítsj analysed the mental universe of 

medieval Icelanders as structured around a set of oppositions.131 These oppositions create 

identity of the “we group” superior to the “them group,” the first one being the group 

presenting the adequate set of values and behaviour. Ingjaldr and Ásmundr offer counter-

examples to Örvar-Oddr. Ingjaldr is presented as “a great man for sacrifices” while “Odd 

cared little for sacrifices to the gods but trusted his own strength” (Chap. 1;27). It is 

intriguing that all but Örvar-Oddr are happy with what the völva had predicted. We can 

think that his “ill” fate is the result of his behaviour with the völva. Ásmundr presents an 

                                                
128 On this idea, see Lönnroth, Lars. “The Noble Heathen: A Theme in the Sagas.” Scandinavian Studies 
41, n°1 (February 1969): 1-29. 
129 This has been argued by many scholars who see in this expression the heathen belief that we find in 
Régis Boyer definition of fate as a part of sacredness within the hero, giving at birth by Powers. Two 
different visions compete in this idea, between a fatalistic and a volitional conception of fate. This may 
actually be intentional from the author playing on the confrontation of those two visions. 
130 Kroesen, “The Christitanization of Two Initiatory Patterns in Örvar-Odds saga,” 647.  
131 Aron J. Gúrevítsj, Historical Anthropology of the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000). 
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opposite figure to Örvar-Oddr: he is happy with the prediction, and unlike Örvar-Oddr, 

his life will be short, but will also be honourable, as well as his death, at least for a 

heathen.  

If we admit that Örvar-Oddr was since the beginning an opponent to the pre-

Christian faith, there is no reason for him to see his own fate as an ill one. He will still 

know honour in his life and live three hundred years. Since he does not care about pagan 

gods, there is nothing in his life, or in his death, not to be happy about. Some heroes may 

find his death unfortunate, because they must die in battle to join Óðinn’s retinue, but this 

seems unlikely here. Of course, it could be that it is not the content but the prophecy itself 

that Örvar-Oddr is unhappy with. There is, however, something special about that 

prophecy: the three life-spans. The same element is found in the legend of Starkaðr, 

related in the thirteenth-century Gautreks saga.132 The tradition of this story was, 

however, older, and obviously well-known, regarding the numerous sources in which it 

appears. Three life-spans were granted to Stakaðr as part of a fate decided by Óðinn and 

Þórr. All in all, Starkaðr’s fate is hardly a good one. There is no doubt that any reader of 

Örvar-Odds saga would have been familiar with this story and would make the 

connection between the two. Starkaðr’s unhappy fortune is the result of his mother 

preferring a giant to Þórr. There is a clear causal connection that we can also find in 

Örvar-Odds saga, where the prophecy can be seen as the result of Örvar-Oddr’s violent 

refusal to hear the völva (Chap. 2). Through this reference to the story of Starkaðr, the 

reader can understand that Örvar-Oddr’s fate should be considered as an ill one. 

Hans J. Orning discusses that the sagas had different possible purposes, among them 

to serve as exemplary accounts, intended to persuade the reader of what the right order of 

the world is, and how to succeed in this ideal world.133 According to him, the exemplary 

nature of those texts also lies on the opposition of characters, but even more on their 

stereotyped attributes and behaviour, while the human complexities and realism are only 

found in the Íslendingasögur. I would argue in response to this that the panel of reactions 

to fate displayed in these three sagas, from the acceptance to a violent rejection, also 

including defiance; and in some occasions such as Sigurðr, contradictory reactions, 

reveals the complexity and humanistic aspect of those characters. Furthermore, I would 

                                                
132 We could also refer to the three niðingsverk attached to the sword Tyrfingr in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks 
that was discussed earlier. 
133 Orning, “The Truth of Tales,” 106-15. 
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add that trying to escape an ill situation or fate is actually more representative of the basic 

human instincts than of a heroic and ideal reaction towards danger. Even if the prediction 

of fate does not include some kind of danger or threat, the opposition and confrontation 

to impose one’s own free will and power is more of a human reaction than of a stereotyped 

character. The fornaldarsögur offer through the depiction of reactions to fate, a realistic 

representation of the complex human psychology towards such a concept. Örvar-Oddr 

does not only reject the prophecy because of his resentment of heathendom, but to 

exercise his own free will. Even in his conversion to the new faith, he accepts but still 

wants to preserve his free will “I’ll take your faith, but keep my old habits. I won’t offer 

sacrifices to Thor and Odin or any other idols, but I’m not so keen to stay here. I want to 

roam about from land to land, sometimes among the Christians and sometimes among the 

heathen” (Chap. 17,72).134 Moreover, the figure of Ögmundr is interesting in the matter 

of identity that was important in the fifteenth-century Icelandic cultural formulation. 

Ögmundr is presented by some scholars as a split of Örvar-Oddr’s personality, between 

the pre-Christian world and Christianity, illustrating the cultural ambivalence in medieval 

Iceland, between enmity and reconciliation with the ancient legacy.135 Like Örvar-Oddr 

made peace with Ögmundr after he realized that he could never be beaten, (Chap. 30; 

120), Icelandic literature reconciliated with its pagan legacy and this saga aimed to be an 

example of this coexistence.  

 

6- KNOWING HIS OWN WAY OF DYING: THE ULTIMATE FREEDOM? 

The resistance that Örvar-Oddr offers to his fate has an important literary function in 

terms of entertainment. “Human will may either surrender in resignation- this is the 

fatalistic or quietistic attitude, or it may – which is more dramatic and artistically 

attractive – try to offer resistance.”136 This quote expresses perfectly what fate in this case 

offers to the narrative structure. In the case of a resignation or acceptance, there is little 

suspense in the reading of the saga. However, the attitude of Örvar-Oddr creates an 

expectation to see what will happen, how he will try to defeat his fate and what, between 

his fate and his free will, is going to prevail. 

                                                
134 “Ek mun taka sið yðvarn, en hátta mér þó at sömu sem áðr. Ek mun hvárki blóta Þór né Óðin né önnur 
skurðgoð, en ek á ekki skap til at vera stundum með heiðnum mönnum, en stundum með kristnum.” 
135 Ibid., 100. 
136 Brøndsted, “The Transformation of the Concept of Fate in Literature,” 175. 
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The traditional saga critic has a vision of “hero-worship.”137 However this does not 

mean that the hero has to be an example in everything for the reader. As we have seen 

before, Sigurðr, who is known to be the ideal hero, also fails. Heroic ethics might not 

have been fully approved by the audience, especially with the change of values with 

Christianity. Örvar-Oddr is one of the saga characters who embodies this change in the 

image of the hero. There is one particularity in Örvar-Oddr’s behaviour in the very 

beginning of the saga with the encounter with the völva: his excessive conduct. This goes 

back to the idea of the control of emotions we referred to in our previous chapter on 

Völsunga saga. We see here that Örvar-Oddr, in his violent reaction, may have provoked 

the prediction of the völva. His behaviour is judged as bad by his foster-father to whom 

he is doing “the worse” by leaving with Ásmundr “to pay [Ingjaldr] back for inviting the 

prophetess here when [he] knew how much I was against it”(Chap. 3;31).138 Örvar-Oddr 

can be seen as a young boy in conflict with authority, untested, and his encounter with 

the völva is the trigger to his accomplishment as a king.  Heiðrekr, in Hervarar saga ok 

Heiðreks, gives the same image of an unruly young boy learning his way by testing the 

limits when he does the exact opposite of his father’s advice. It has been said by scholars 

that this saga has an underlying hagiographic narrative model and presents a “vita-like” 

narrative.139 The moral and spiritual growth of the hero conforms with the initiatory 

model of the saint’s life. Örvar-Oddr witnessed an important change of the world; and 

step-by-step he constructs himself as a hero and demonstrates his moral and physical 

values; from an unpromising youth he becomes the upright warrior-supreme. He 

embodies the transition from a young pagan boy, merely heroic in term of Germanic 

traditions, to a Christian king with all the qualities necessary.  

There is an important aspect of free will in this prophecy, for Örvar-Oddr knows all 

the conditions of his death: in theory, he could completely prevent it. Therefore, the 

decision to go back to his childhood farm is his own. There is a similarity here with 

Norna-Gests þáttr in the end of the text. Both heroes have the power to extend their life 

as they like. In both cases, they also willingly go to meet their fate. There is also one other 

important similarity between the two, which is they both convert to Christianity. In 

                                                
137 Hermann Pálsson, “Icelandic Sagas and Medieval Ethics,” 61–75. 
138 “Þat ska lek gera, er ek ætla, at þér muni verst líka, fyrir þat, at þú bautt hingat völunni, ok vissir þú, at 
mér þótti þat verst.” 
139 Torfi H. Tulinius, La Matière du Nord, 144.  
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Norna-Gests þáttr, Gestr’s decision to embrace death comes when he arrives at the court 

of Óláf Tryggvason, a Christian king who baptized him. Therefore, his life is fully 

accomplished, and he can accept his death. The same idea can be applied to our hero 

Örvar-Oddr who is fully accomplished when he decides to go back to Berurjóðr. He also 

has been baptized, he has become a king, and he has confirmed his values at the court of 

Ingjaldr.140 The last challenge left to him is to test his power over fate. But more important 

is that he finally has power over his fate and exercises his free will to decide when he 

feels accomplished and therefore, he can choose the qualities that define him as a hero.  

 

7- THE DEATH OF THE HERO 

Örvar-Oddr is driven to his death to meet his fate, not by any intervention of fate but by 

emotion. Nothing explains his decision to go back home except a feeling of nostalgia. His 

wife highlights that there is no rational reason for him to go, when she does not “see any 

sense in hanging on to a scrap of an island that’s quite useless anyway” (Chap. 31;120).141 

Throughout the saga, Örvar-Oddr grieves the death of all his companions, which is 

probably the worst aspect of a three-hundred year life curse. The death of each of them is 

underlined by the great loss he suffers, the losses are related to the curse as we see in the 

juxtaposition between those losses and the repetition of his fate at each time, that “Odd’s 

fate is to live longer than other men” (Chap. 6;42).142 His sorrow is even deeper, “for it 

seemed to him history was repeating itself” (Chap. 30;118).143  

 He also fears the passing of time, which he expresses when he goes back to 

Ingjaldr’s estate “It’s fearful thing to see, the farm in ruins and instead of all that used to 

be here, only a wilderness” (Chap. 31;121).144 His nostalgia is displayed everywhere in 

the saga, but his death song adds to the loss of his companions regrets of old times. As 

said earlier, Ögmundr represents the pre-Christian side of Örvar-Oddr. The saga 

demonstrates a complex interconnectedness between past and present, and the 

significance of Ögmundr, whose role is massively expanded in the younger redactions 

suggests this need to reconcile pride in pagan ancestors and contemporary Christian 

                                                
140 It is noticeable that the king has the same name than Örvar-Oddr’s foster-father, demonstrating the end 
of the cycle that is Örvar-Oddr and his complete accomplishment, from the unruly boy to ruler. 
141 Ok þætti mér sem þú þyrftir eigi meira at ágirnast ok hirða ekki um eyjarskika þann, er vettugis er neytr.” 
142 “At Oddi er ætlaðr aldr miklu meiri en öðrum mönnum.” 
143 “Ok þótti mjög ór einum brunni bera.” 
144 “Mikit er slíkt at vita, at bær sá skal akkr niðr fallinn ok allt aleytt, þat sem hér var fyrri.” 
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belief.145 We see this from all the encounters between the two antagonists, where a chance 

to reconcile is always offered before the tragic conflict. His death poem also manifests 

this reconciliation of the two traditions than we find in the saga. This appears in the 

contradictory feelings Örvar-Oddr may have towards fate. At the end, he realizes that it 

was a “self-delusion” to not believe in it. His pagan past is also highlighted by the 

nostalgia he feels as he says that “nothing was lacking that led to my happiness”146 and 

that it was “a life of bliss.”147 He eventually reconciles with the pre-Christian legacy. The 

poem is also lacking any kind of resentment towards the völva or her prophecy. This can 

be read as some resignation to the power of fate.  

This contradictory attitude towards fate and reconciliation with a pagan belief in 

fate is important in the context of the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, when Iceland was 

creating its own identity, as we see in literature, from the mixture of the new European 

influences and the Germanic tradition. The concept of fate in the saga shows the 

“significant ideological tension between the heathendom that, from the outset, determines 

Odd’s preternaturally long life and his Christian credentials.”148 This may have been the 

point of the author who wrote Örvar-Odds saga, to show this coexistence of two 

traditions to create a unique Icelandic literary and cultural identity. The concept of fate 

helps the reconciliation of old tradition and new literary production. This is evident from 

Örvar-Oddr’s death who is buried in a coffin, then burnt, which is a combination of the 

Christian and pagan burial practices. The author of Örvar-Odds saga was really conscious 

of his literary production, as we see from the many intertextual relations. These have been 

previously discussed in relation to Gautreks saga and Norna-Gests þáttr. We can add to 

this the similarity with the resentment of heathen prophecy in Vatnsdæla saga or with the 

pilgrimage in Heimskringla.149 Those many intertextual relations showcase the inherited 

extraordinary mythological and legendary store which in many ways gave unique 

definition to medieval Icelandic identity. As a literary production, the author was willing 

                                                
145 Arnold, “Örvar-Odds saga and the Meanings of Ögmundr Eyþjófsbani,” 87. Ögmundr is also considered 
by Arnold as a personification of the vǫlva’s curse, a constant reminder of Oddr’s fate who eventually can’t 
escape his fate nor his past. 
146 “Var mér ekki/ vant til sælu.”  
147 “Okkr at gamni.” 
148 Ibid., 90. 
149 Ibid., 86. 
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to demonstrate the richness brought to the narrative by many influences, and the 

uniqueness of the Icelandic literature due to this diversity. 
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CONCLUSION  
 

This thesis was devoted to showing that fate in the sagas should not be conceived only as 

an expression of a pre-Christian conception of fate. I have tried to demonstrate that 

fornaldarsögur should definitely be integrated in the sociological and literary studies on 

the concept of fate. The intention was to analyse in which context was used fate by the 

authors, and what was the messages they were conveying with it. I aimed to regard fate 

as a literary device employed by authors to communicate with their audiences.   

From only three examples, I have been able to highlight many different uses and 

meanings of this concept, skilfully employed by authors to serve many purposes and 

transmit various meanings in their texts. I have demonstrated that fate in the legendary 

sagas may also be a literary device used by the authors to express Christian ideas and 

moral values in a pagan time. The content of fate itself is more representative of the 

mentality of the time of the writing: the thirteenth century rather than that of a pre-

Christian belief. The sagas studied in this thesis show an important causality between 

attitudes and the nature of fate, which appears as a retribution, positive or negative, to the 

characters’ behaviour. Authors seem to have used fate as a narrative tool to give moral 

instructions about consequences of actions and behaviour. I have tried to demonstrate that 

studies of fate applied to Íslendigasögur by authors such as Nicolas Meylan, should also 

refer to Fornaldarsögur. Indeed, I have shown that fate here also seems to represent the 

social pressures that Icelanders of the thirteenth century experienced, and therefore it 

serves to illustrate how actions were constrained, here by fate rather than by a social code. 

In that way, fate can be used to remove guilt for some condemnable actions, when they 

are necessary. Fate addresses directly to the audience’s mind, by reflecting thirteenth 

century’s realities. Fate is used to give an image of ideal and counter examples of how to 

behave, which relates to the medieval ideal of conduct, based on courtly and Christian 

teaching. From the comparison with heroic poetry, we see that those narratives are 

reducing the place of fate towards a growing importance of free will and responsibility of 

actions from the characters. The multitude of reactions to fate also demonstrate a complex 

human psychology towards such a concept and give a more realistic aspect to the 

narratives. Finally, we have seen that fate is used to construct the narrative itself and gives 

a shape to stories that are often the result of compilations of texts and traditions. Authors 
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have different agendas in their use of fate and it is clear that it is used more as a literary 

device than as an expression of religious belief.  

As a conclusion, I would say that the study of fate in those sagas clearly connects them 

to the development of the Icelandic literature in the thirteenth century. We see from fate 

that authors are not only compiling stories, but they are conscious of their literary 

production. They use various devices to give a unique taste to their works. They are also 

conscious of the fictional aspect of those stories, as we see from their use of fate to relate 

to unrealistic events. Fate carries strong meanings, and is only used by authors on 

purpose, this purpose being more complex than representing a strong fatalism inherited 

from pagan times. On the contrary, the use of fate tends to mock this idea of 

predetermination. This thesis has demonstrated that we still have a lot to learn from the 

fornaldarsögur in this field of study. 
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